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AB TRACT 

The ad' em of computers and the Internet 1s ch<lllging the face of education allo\'er 

the world . .Institutions of learning arc fr~111t1cally restructuring their old instructional 

methods to incorporate computers and the Interncl. As mostly. used. the fom1 of 

learning that utilizes computers and the Internet for delivery. interaction. and 

facilitation is e-leaming. As institutions introduce e-lcarning. many do not recei'e 

the benefits promised by proponents of e-leaming. Studies show that quite a number 

ofe-leaming initiatives fail. 

This study in,·estigates the attitudes and e-leaming readiness of the Uni,·ersity of 

Nairobi academic staff. The objective is to try to assess the possibility of success of 

e-leaming initiatives being introduced by the University of Nairobi. The study was a 

survey study. Questionnaires were administered to members of academic staff of the 

University of~airobi who were available and willing to respond to the questionnaire 

at the time of study. At least all the members of all the constituent colleges of the 

University of Nairobi were represented. 

The results obtained from the analysis indicate that 75.4% of academic staff had a 

positive attitude towards e-leaming. This means that they would support 

e-leaming initiatives being undertaken. Most members of the academic staff however 

felt that the available e-leaming facilities are not adequate. or the 
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respondents. -3° ·J ldt the speed of lnteml!t connection was slow for e-leaming 

purposl!s '' hile 78% fdt computer maintenance is not satisfactory. ~lany of them 

also. felt that they needed tr:lining in the area of c-learning for them to be abll! to 

undenakc t!-ll!aming. 

In conclusion. e-leaming initiatives at the Cni\"ersity of Nairobi are likely to succeed 

if cenain fundamental issues arc addressed. These factors include provision of more 

computers. ensuring more connection of lecturers and training more staff into 

e-Jeaming skills. The Lnh·crsity should carefully dig deeper into each area of 

concern and modif~ its strategic plan to account for or leverage the issues of concern. 
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CHAPTER I 

1.0 l"TROOlCTION 

1.1 Background 

The gro\\rth and changes in infom1ation and communicntion technology (ICT) has had a 

dynamic impact on economic and social activities (Bass and Vaughan, 1996). ICT refers 

to computer hardware and software systems, computer controlled communication 

systems and the services all these systems provide (O'Brien. 2000: Laudon. !996). 

The impact of ICT in life is seen in the extent of its application. Today, ICT is applied in 

almost all areas of life such as banking, trade, education, heahh, construction. and even 

entertainment. In education. learning institutions all round the world are now engaging in 

e-leaming in order to utilize the ever-growing ICT. Learning is the acquisition. retention 

and application of knowledge, skills. attitudes. and ways to thinking (Kolensik. 1963). 

In imparting knowledge and skills during the learning process, some form of ICT is 

required. ln its earliest forms. the communication used in learning involved a face-to-face 

\erbal communication. Later on radio broadcasting. television, films. radio cassettes. 

written and printed \.\'Ork. telephone. and fax were developed and used at different times. 

Today there is e-leaming. which literary means electronic learning. 



E-leaming refers to usc of electronic media for disseminating learning content. for 

mteraction and facilitating learning. These include usc of radio. television. 0\!!rhcad 

projectors. and tilms among others. It also encompasses the use of the lntc.!met and 

computer-based delivery methods for learning (Carr and \Villis, 200 I; and Eklund and 

Kay. ::!003). E-learning, however. as used in the context or this s<udy is the fom1 of 

learning that utilizes computers. the \\eb. the Internet and Intranets for deli' ery. 

interaction and facilitation of learning (Carr and Willis 2001; Eklund and Ka). 2003; 

\\'atkins. Leigh. and Triner, 2003). This form of learning has been spreading rapidly in 

institutions of learning around the world. 

E-leaming has been expanding and is expected to continue expanding. In 1997, nearly 

50% of US universities were offering some fonn of e-leaming education (Bell. Graeme. 

Martin. and Clark. 2003). In Europe. the market for e-leaming content and services was 

expected to reach $6 billion by 2005 (Bell, Graeme,. Martin, and Clark. 2003). A report 

on e-learning training market by Screen Digest estimated the global corporate market for 

e-leaming to be SS billion (Eklund and Kay. 2003). Screen Digest forecast e-Jeaming 

market to reach $50 billion by 20 l 0. 

The Kenya government in its ICT policy draft, (2003) officialfy released in January 2006. 

intends to be e-government and expand e-commerce. As part of this undertaking. the 

Kenya government through the Ministry of Education and in conjunction with 7\ev. 

Pannership for Africa·s De,elopmem (NEPAD) is integrating ICT education and training 

in its education system (Session Paper I. 2005). As ICT grows and keeps permeating all 

areas of life. countries. organizations and individuals. begin to ask themselves \\hether 
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the} are ready to participate in the :Networked \\Orld. The rcndiness of an organizntion to 

pantcipate in the Networked world is c-readincss. £-readiness is determined by the extent 

to which an organization has incorporntcd lCT in its operations and the mental readiness 

of users to embrace ICT (Computer Systems Policy Project (CSPP) Readiness Guide. 

1998 and Watkins, Leigh, and Trtncr. 2003). For a learning institution e-readincss is the 

extent to which the institution has incorporated ICT in its learning activities. and the 

mental and physical readiness of users to adopt ICT (Watkins. Leigh. and Triner. 2003 ). 

£-learning is in many cases preferred to other forms of teaming because of the 

advantages and prestige associated \\ith it. The use of e-leaming is said to reduce the cost 

of learning by 40% to 60% (Shirley. 2001). In addition, e-leaming is flexible; people can 

learn and teach at their own pace, at work places or at home (Shirley, 2001). £-learning is 

also regarded as an element of success of organizations (Clemons and Row, 1991 ). 

Institutibns that pr~dominantly apply lCT in their teaching operations are regarded to be 

better than those that do not. 

Despite the benefits cited by the advocates of e-leaming, studies show that many of the 

e-leaming initiatives have a high rate of failure (Hill, 2000 and Norman, 1992). The 

initiatives fail because users do not have the skills they need to put e-leaming into 

practice (Norman. 1992). The initiatives also fail because they are seen as challenging 

thousands of years of face-to-face classroom learning (Kearsle), 1985). Attempts to 

introduce change in the way people do things more often encounters resistance. fhis 

failures call for research in reasons for e-learning failure and as part of it. a sul"\ey of 

e-leaming readiness. 
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E-leaminu readiness can be determined throuuh a survev of attitudes. ski lis of users and 
- - J 

l.ll! ,,, ailability of c-learning facilities. Altitudes arc rcgnrdcd as part of indicators of 

e-lcaming readiness because by delinition auitude is mental readiness (Aiport. 1935). 

Mental readiness can therefore be :1ssessed through the attitudes people hold tO\Htrds 

c-learning. Knowledge on attitudes about e-leaming and physical·rcadincss for c-leaming 

is necessary to assess the possibility of success of e-learning implementation. Thb 

knowledge will be sought in respect to University of Nairobi. which is in the process of 

implt!mcnting e-learning. 

1.2 Uni"crsit) of Nairobi ICT and Teaching methods 

The University of Nairobi has an infomation network (http://www.uonbi.ac.ke) where 

students and lecturers can access specific electronic libraries as well as surf the Nel. 

Registration of students into the university can also be done online using the net\\Ork. 

The University of Nairobi aims at achieving a 1:10 student computer ratio. Availability of 

computers is necessary for e-leaming. as it is the medium through which one gets to the 

World Wide Web. Lecturers in their instruction job use the available ICT and other 

methods to facilitate learning. 

Most of the learning in the University of Nairobi takes place in physical classrooms. This 

learning is based on same-time and same-place delivery methods. Electronic devices such 

as videotapes and overhead projectors are sometimes used in classrooms. Radio 

broadcasting. tefe, ision. and telephone are used in distance education. Currently. 

ad' anced st~:ps towards fully-fledged e-leaming programs arc taking place. Sorn~: 

members of the teaching staff have been trained on e-leaming and have de .. cloped 
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eamm!! content imo modules that ha\e been hosted onto the Unhcrsitv oi Nairobi - . 
Website for students. There are calls for the rest of the lecturers to prepare content for 

e-lcaming and po::.t it on the Uni,ersity of Nairobi ''ebsitc for student learning usc 

(hnpJ/""''w.uonbi.ac.ke). 

The Uni\'ersity of Nairobi has a \\'eb Education Software (WEDlSOFT) that pro\ ides 

e-leaming for a variet~ of courses ranging from Science oriented subjects to Art courses 

(http://w\nv.uonbi.ac.ke). The form of e-learning design on WEDL SOFT is dominated 

with text. but an interview '' ith an e-leaming support technologist at the ICT center 

revealed that future e-leaming designs would include face-to-face presentations. and 

online group discussions in addition to text. As the university moves towards online 

learning it is important to find out if the lecturers are ready for e-leaming experience. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

The use of ICT is regarded as a necessar) element for the success of a learning institution 

(Clemon and Row. 1991 ). In ranking world universities b) Internet Lab. the uni,·ersities 

that taught and incorporated ICT in their learning operations ranked best. The University 

of Nairobi therefore in pursuit of its vision 'to be a World Class African Unhersny' is 

expected to begm fully-fledged e-leaming programs to be able to compete globally. In 

addition. introducing e-learning would expand learning opportuni ties for Kenyans 

wishing to continue with higher learning. E-leaming would also enable the University to 

reduce its operation costs and still maintain quality education in the present situation of 

inadequate funding by the government (Bass and Vaughan. 1996). 
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To imph:ment e-learning requires facilities and people· s readin~ss to adopt it. . \ sun cy of 

institutions that embraced e-l~aming shP'' ed a high rntc of failure! (Hill. ~000 and 

~onuan. 1992). \ccording to Nom1an (1992). the reason for failure is that applications 

are de,·elopcd having the usc or technology in mind but ignoring the capabilities of users. 

An example 1s A1r Canada. wh1ch introduced e-leaming for its maintenance workers only 

to disco\'er that some of them had ne,·er seen a [computer] mouse (Sunillian. 200:!). 

Even where users have skills. they might not see the \alue of e-learning hence fail to 

adopt it. In a study of 40 global companies b) Forester Group. 68% of workers would nor 

sign up for voluntary online courses unless forced to. and C\en when forced. 30% still 

refused to sign up (Survillian, 2002). 

This is an issue of readiness, thus, as part of e-leaming implementation in University of 

Nairobi. there is need to survey the readiness of University Academic staff to adopt 

e-leaming. It is upon the lecturers that the burden of development and implementation of 

a smooth and effective teaching program depends. 

To the best of the researcher's kno,..,ledge. studies have not been done on attitudes and 

e-leaming readiness of academic staff of University of Nairobi. Studies knovvn to the 

researcher that are similar to this stud) are surveys of e-leaming readiness of institutions 

of higher learning in Tanzania, by Baradyana (2004) and e-learning readiness of higher 

institutions in Kenya. a case study of Kenya Pol)'technic by Gachau (2003). These studies 

were for other institutions. which faced different situations compared to the University of 

Nairobi. 
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rhe past f!-lcaming studies by Baradyana. (2004) and Gachnu. (!003) ''ere ca:,c studies 

on other : nstitutions. which thcrdorc cannot be gcncrnlizcd for all kaming institutions. In 

addttion. the studies did not address the attitudes of the academic staff tO\\ ards c-lcaming 

yet attitudes play a ver} important role in determining people's behavior and therefore 

whether they will accept c-learning or not. · 

The core business of the University. which is providing higher learning. heavily lies upon 

the lecturers for implementation. Their acceptance or rejection of new introductions will 

greatly determine the success or failure of e-learning. In that regard two research 

questions \\Cre addressed in that regard these were: 

a) What are the attitudes of the academic staff towards e-leaming? 

b) Are the academic members of staff ready to adopt e-leaming? 

These two questions gave rise to the objectives of the study. 

1.4 Objectives of the study 

I. To establish the attitude of University ofNairobi academic staff towards e-leaming 

2. To establish the readiness of academic staff of University of Nairobi towards 

e-learning. 

1.5 Importance of the Study 

I. The study can provide insight to the government on readiness of academic staff to 

adopt e-leaming. and hence enable it to make appropriate decisions on e-leaming 

implementation in universities. 
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2. The results c3Il be used by the University administration as inputs into strategies for 

implementing e-leaming. 

3. ·y h\! results would gi\'e th\! lecturers a view of th\!ir attitudes. and extcm of their 

readmt!ss for e-karning and hence take appropriate actions to correct their limitations if 

3Ily. 

4. The results would be used by other researchers as a basis of doing further research in 

the area ore-learning. 
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CHAPTER II 

2.0 LITERATLR£ REVI E'\' 

2.1 Introduction 

The use of ICT and particularly the use of the Internet in the provision services is found 

in almost all areas of life. The Internet is used in commerce and trade. finance. banking. 

Provision of government services. voting. and in schools to facilitate learning among 

others. The use of the Internet to pro,ide ser\ices is often referred to as electronic 

provision of the said services (Joshi. 200-l). As the world goes electronic. go' emments. 

institutions, and individuals ask themsel\es if they were ready to work in the networked. 

This refers to e-readiness. 

2.2. E- readiness 

According to CSPP Readiness Guide ( 1998), e-readiness is the readiness of a community 

to panicipate in a networked world. It is determined by assessing the communities JCT 

availability, access to and utilization of ICT. Thus. the requirements of an e-ready society 

at least covers information technology availability and utilization. access to the Internet. 

Web servers. Wide area netv.:ork. and Local area network. Computers. Bandwidth. and 

Telephone lines. E-readiness of a society offers the platform for e-learning. A view of 

Kenya's e-readiness is necl!ssary. as it provides the backbone upon which learning 

institutions build their e-learning capacities. 
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F-learnint; is mo~tly carried out o\·l!r the lmernet The Internet is the global network of 

c-:lmputcrs linked through public telephone networks. In the year. 2003 there were 16, 

Internet Sen ice Providers (ISPs) operating in Kenya nnd only 520.000 Internet users in 

Kenya (ICT Policy 2003 ). Considering the 16 active ISPs. it means that there is at least 

one I<;Ps for 32.500 people. This means a high Internet accessibility for Kenya and 

therefore for its institutions of learning as well. 

The Internet needs transmission channel to move data along locations. The International 

Bandwidth available at EAFIX comprises of rwo routes: Telephone-2M bi-directionaL 

BT-512K and USET 2M upstream and 8~1 dO\\llStream (finaliCT policy. 2006). This is 

!Ugh bandwidth with adequate speed of communication for most services. This bandwidth 

is however. not expected countr)~\ide given the poor distribution of telephone lines. 

Statistics show that most parts of the country have a teledensity below 5%(Kenya 

~ational ICT Policy, 2003). Teledensity is the number of telephone lines in a place 

compared to the size of the place. Specific figures for a few provinces are as follows: 

• Nairobi - By the year 2003. Nairobi alone had a teledensity of 7.92% which was 

the highest teledensity registered in the entire country. 

• Coast province had a teledensity of 1.43%. 

• Rift Valle~ had 0.45°/o teledensity and 

• Western Kenya (Co"ering the region west of the Rift Valley including Nyanza 

Province and Western Kenya and Kitale regiOn) had teledensity of0.18%. 
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This situation shows that only a small proportion of Kenyans have good access to 

telecommunications. Evidemly. not many people in K~nya may be in u position to 

bcndit considcrablv from e-leaming. . -

The Communication Commission of Kenya in an effort to improve IC"l country" ide 

intends to bring telephone lines density to :!0 lines per 100 people.! in urban areas and one 

line per 100 people in rural areas by the year 2015 (final lCT policy. 2006). When this 

happens then both the rural and urban people will enjoy better lCT access. Nevertheless. 

availabilit) of telephone lines or communication channels is not guarantee for better 

service. Communication channels must be of good quality for better e-leaming services. 

[n the year 1992, a site survey of the Kenya Post and Telecommunications Corporation 

(KPTC) in a project to establish a telecommunications test and development center at 

KPTC (Project KEN/86/063) revealed that: 

I. Spares of the most essential digital cards for digital exchange maintenance 

\·\"ere not available. 

2. Signaling checks for cross bar exchange maintenance was poor. Contacts and 

relays were worn out affecting call success rate adversely. 

3. Transmission system tools had high fault incidences especially during 

lightning, 

4. Power supply unit regulator and transistors were prone to faults. The power 

amplifier had low reliability. as power unit output would go to high \"alues 

suddenly. 
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5. Digital puls~.:s could not oc transmitted on long linl!s. Customers complnined of 

frequency distortions. and cross talk. noise and low data transmission speeds. 

Since 199'2. various impro\·ements have bet:n made. An example is the installation of a 

new toll S\\ iteh in Nairobi. '' htch would ease connection of new telephone operators. l"he 

S\\ itch bar consists of 5.460 channels. which will enhance both International. and local 

telephone calls (Final ICT PoliC). '2006). Despite various improvements. people still 

complain that the Kenya Power and telecommunication sector is unreliable. data 

transmission speed is still low. power unit out put still goes up suddenly. there are power 

failures and rationing of power in dl") seasons hindering use of computers and hence the 

Internet. Since e-leaming heavily depends on telephones and electricity, the above issues 

have to be resolved if e-leaming has to be effective. Personal computers should also be 

available to be able to access the Net. 

According to Final ICT Policy (2006), there were 4.9 personal computers per I 000 

people in the year 200 I. This means approximately 200 people per computer. This being 

the case. it would be difficult for e-leaming to go on because of lack of computers. For 

effective e-Jeaming to take place. each person would require a computer. Even though 

Personal Computers and telecommunication networks may be availed. the question of 

affordability also arises. 

Kenya·s cost for local calls by 2001 were t;S S 0.07 per three minutes for customer lines 

and USS 0.06 per three minutes for public payphones. For long distant calls, the charges 

were CSS0.'22 for 60-230 Km. L SS 0.27 for over :JOK.m and CS$ 0.48 in the East 
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Atncan rl!gion. lntl!mct access cost was LSSr,,95 per month (Final ICT Policy. 2006). 

This J.al up costs for lm~rnet access is not afiordablc for most citizens especially in the 

rural areas. "hich carries up to 80°o olthe countries population. The income of such 

cllizens are lo'' and they would rather spend money on food than on ICT. The cybercafes 

howe,er provide an alternative for those who cannot afford the lntcrnc:t connection in 

their homes. 

~1ost cyber cafes in Kenya charge a rate of Kshl per minute for surfing the Internet. At 

the time of '"'riting the project, some cyber cafes were charging fifty cents per minute of 

surfing the Net. As costs go down to fift~ cents per minute and hopefully even lower. 

then e-leaming would be affordable to many. With the VOIP services by Telecom Kenya. 

costs of connection are becoming easier. Given the cost of Internet accessibility, in the 

past, not many people utilize the Internet. 

In 29 million people, only 520.000 people used the Internet by 2003 (ICT Policy, 2003) 

that is less than a million of the Kenyan population. The low usage of the Internet 

indicates that few people would make use of e-leaming if implemented. Considering the 

legal and regulatory polic) framework in Kenya, their may be more users of the Internet 

in future. The costs of Internet ser\ices are expected to reduce even funher with 

increased competition resulting from liberalization of telecommunication services. 

Prior to June 1996, all telecommunication services were provided by a single operator. 

the ·Kenya Pov.er and Lighting Company· (ICT Policy. 2003). This hindered the 

provision and access to telecommunication facilities. However in June 1997 trade in 
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tdecommunicat:on facilities w:1s liberalized (ICT Policy. 2003) making 

telecommunication acquisition ~asier. With the liberillization of the td~!communication 

trade. it is expected that there \\ill be increased availability or tl.!lecommunicmion 

services lt:~ading to increased competition. and hence cost reduction of cost of sen ices. 

2.2.1 E-Lcarning Readiness 

£-learning is learning that is facilitated b~ electronic media. These media include use of 

electronic devices such as fa'\. telephone. radio. television. films. oYerhcad projectors. 

computers. and the Internet to facilitate learning. In practice. however. though e-learning 

is regarded as use electronic media in learning. the kind of electronic media gi\'en focus 

is the computer. web. Internet and Intranets (Carr and Willis, 2001: Eklund and Kay, 

2003: and Hill. 2000: Spiros and Angeliki. 200-t: and Survillian 2002). 

In this research, e-leaming is defined as the use of the computer, web, Internet and 

Intranets for the delivery, interaction and facilitation of learning. E-leaming in this case is 

more than just a delivery method. lt is a form of learning methodology that encompasses 

learning practices from both the classroom face-to-face-learning and traditional distance 

education (Marson and Kaye. 1988). facilitated through electronic media. 

Face to face. classroom learning is the kind of learning in which students regularly attend 

classes in the traditional classroom environment (Marson and Kaye. 1988). The learning 

methods include lectures, discussions, and experiments among others. The traditional 

classroom has the benefit of familiarit~ between the instructor and the Ieamer. fhe 

Ieamer can ask questions and the instructor can know the special difficulties of the 
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Ieamer and a~~ist him or her appropriately. Face to face. communication also facilitates 

group mteraction. Despite the ad\'antages of face-to-face classroom learning. there are 

limitations th:.u ''hen applied alone make it not dfecti ve. 

Classroom learning has the disad\'antagc of the.: Ieamer becoming passiYe and expecting 

the instntc tor to teach C\er~ thing without the learners taking their own initiative. 

Classroom learning is also time and place dependent: it requires that participants be in the 

same place at the same time. This kind of learning does not favor the present highly 

mobile societ). 1 o cater for mobile society. distant teaming was introduced in the 

nineteenth century (Glaser. 1965). 

The traditional distant method of study in,·oJ,es use of self-study materials. and 

correspondence programs passed upon print (Kearsley, 1985). The program is 

inexpensive to develop as development skills of \Hiting and production capabilitres are 

widely available. Apart from being cheap. print is also highly portable and can be 

distributed easily. Like all other methods, traditional distance education does not lack its 

limitations. 

The disadvantage of distance learning in form of print is that it is passive in nature. It is 

also eas~ for students to miss out key ideas and lose interest in the course. In addition. the 

instructor has no opportunity to clarify meanings and check whether participants really 

understand the material at an instant (Kearsley. 1985 ). The instructor has to wait until the 

Ieamer communicates back asking for clarification. which may take over ada~ to reach 

the instructor and another day or more ror the instructor to communicate back through 
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pl1St. To r~duc~ the limitations of distant learning by usc of print. other f.'lster methods of 

c~ ·~1municmion are in usc today. 

F :1ster •md more interacti v~ methods of c.listnnt learning such as use or radio broadcasting. 

the tele\ ision. r:1dio cassettes. and telephone conversations arc now used in learning. Li\'e 

Radio and tell!\ ision broadcasting nrc fast methods of communicating to so many 

students at the same time. but like print. the instntctor has no opportunity to clarify 

meanings and check whether participants really undc.:rstand the material at an instunt. 

Participants may however asks questions by telephone and get feedback immediately. 

This method is expensive: people talk for as little time as possible and so elaborate 

discussions are not possible. The limitations of traditional classroom learning and the 

traditional distant learning can be reduced with a combination of face-to-face classroom 

learning together with e-leaming. this is called blended or hybrid learning. 

Blended or hybrid learning is a course or program that combines aspects of online and 

face-to-face instruction in a manner that reduces the number of face-to-face or traditional 

classroom meetings (Marson and Kaye. 1988). Blended teaching also refers to an 

educational situation in which face-to-face instruction is enhanced with other modes of 

distant education such as the use o( CD-ROM. and Video conferencing that lead to 

reducing. of the number of face-to-face meetings. Hybrid learning generates a unique 

learning method based on the needs of the users and implementers. Hybrid learning 

offsets the limitations of both face-to-face and distance learning techniques of instruction 

(~farson nnd Kaye. 1988). E-lenming is a fonn of blended learning with over 80% of its 

course content deli,ered via the Internet (~larson and Kaye. 1988). 
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E-leaming or learning b~ the use of the computer and the Internet is of t\\0 t~ pes: 

~ nchronous and Asynchronous. In S~ nchronous. thl! instructor and students arc online at 

the same time. The participants and an instructor interact in a live trainin!.! session over .... 

the Internet. In .-\synchronous. the instructor and the student are not online at the same 

time. Learning can range from reading plain type '' ritten text displayed on a computer 

screen. to text together with sound instruction and images displayed on the screen. An 

institution whose learning methods are dominantly traditional face-to-face classroom 

learning and wishes to change to full e-leaming may meet some resistance. 

2.2.2 E-learning and Change 

£-learning represents a departure from thousands of years of learning in a face-to-face 

classroom situation. In e-learning. the role of the instructor changes from deli,ering 

instruction to instructional development (Kearsley. 1985). New job skills have to be 

learnt for e-learning to take place effectively. £-learning therefore brings to nothing the 

experience of the long serving instructor. This is likely to cause resistance tO\\ards 

e-learning initiatives. 

Resistance could also be due to the effon that is required to adapt to or learn something 

new. The effort that is required to adapt to or learn something new could vary with age of 

users. Information available on the Internet shows that. Indian Internet users were chiefly 

found in the age group of 19-34 years (Joshi. 2004). Those above 40 years were reluctant 

to use Internet servtces. h may be possible that those above 40 years of age had not been 

exposed to computers and the Internet. and possibl) found difficulties learning new skills. 
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Another possibility or resistance could be a result of the myth thnt \\ith t:-leaming lesser 

lecturers ''ould be required. This notion would cause resistance for fear of losing one's 

job. According to llenning and Jardim ( 1978). men and women view risk differently. 

While men look at risk as a loss or gain. winning or loosing. danger or opportunity. 

\\Omen \iC\\ risk in a negati' e manner. The) see risk as los:,, danger. injury. ruin. or hurt. 

These differences in attitude to risk may also mean a difference in attitudes tO\\ards 

e-leaming. If e-learning is \iewed as a risk or chance of something undesirable occurring. 

then women are likely to have a negative attitude to\\ards e-learning. 

;\ot all people resist change ho'"·ever. some individuals thrive on new experiences and 

deliberately seek out change. Such will develop and nature learning programs in their 

organizations over a long period (Kearsley. 1985). To engage in e-learning. certain 

pre-requisites are needed. This is referred to as e-learning readiness. 

2.3. £-learning Readiness Facto rs 

E-learning readiness as defined by Watkins, Leigh, and Triner (2003) is the mental and 

physical preparedness for an e-leaming experience. Alpon (1935) defines attitude as a 

mental and neural state of readiness. Mental readiness can therefore be gauged by the 

attitudes people hold towards e-leaming. 

2.3.1 Definition of Attitude 

An attitude is the sum total of a man·s inclinations, feelings, prejudice, bias, pre

conceived notions. ideas. threats. and comictions about a specified topic (~ueller. 1986). 

According to Tull and Hawkins ( 1993 ). attitudes are made up of three components: 
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I. I he ~.:ognitivc component. "hich is the bdicts or ideas. a person has about an 

object: 

2. The affective component. \\hich deab \\ith a pcrson·s feelings of like or 

dislike towards the object. anJ 

3. The behavioral component. "hich is the behavioral mtentions or action 

tendencies a person has towards an object as a result of affective tendencies. 

According to Tull and Ha\\ kins {I 993). attitudes atTect people· s behavior. This behavior 

could be non-verbal (such as body language) or vocall} expressed. Social psychologists 

in the 1930s theorized that altitude included behavior and cognition and that attitude and 

behavior were positively correlated (Fishbein and Ajzen. 1980). A study of attitudes is 

therefore necessary to get a vie\.\. of peoples· possible behavior tov.ards something and 

take corrective measures if the reaction is not desirable. Proceeding are theories that try 

to·explain th~ relationship between attitudes and behavior. 

2.3.2 Theories of Attitudes 

Cognitive Dissonance Theory 

A cognitive element can be something a person believes about himself. a behavior he 

performs. or an obse_rvation in the environment. Cognitive dissonance theory is about 

situations that are inconsistent with one another. For example, one may know that too 

much intake of salt results into high blood pressure. yet still consume foods with too 

much salt is dissonant with one another. 

Psychological inconsistenc) creates a teeling of discomfort that the person is motivated 

to reduce ( Assael. 1981 ). Dissonance reJucuon can occur by eliminating. avoiding. 
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adding. or changing elements (:\ssael. 19S I). For example in the case of an occup:nion. 

ont! ma~ quit the job for a more comfonnble one or settle in the profession merely to keep 

the: job and cam a living. When a decision is taken to remain in the job for the sake of 

earning a liv ing. it may result into carelessness. and non-commitment to the job. Since a 

nt!gatiYe attitude would cost in!:>titutions resources. it is \VOrth of concern to understand 

the attitudes people have towards e-leaming or otherwise resources may just be \\USted. 

elf-Perception Theory 

Self-perception theory assumes that people use observations of their O\\n behavior to 

determine what their attitudes are. The theory states that we maintain consistency by 

inferring that ,.,.e must have a positive anitude toward an object if we ha\ e bought or 

consumed it. Self-perception theory involves situations in which behaviors are initially 

performed in the absence of a strong internal attitude, afterwards the cognitive and 

effective components of attitude fall into line. Buying a product out of a habit may 

therefore result in a positive attitude toward it basing on the fact that you buy because 

you like it (Calder and Ross. 1973). 

ln the self-perception theol), attitudes are a result of behavior. Even though attitudes are 

a result of behavior and attitudes therefore do not influence behavior directly. a study of 

attitudes can still be done to understand ''hat behavior one has and therefore how he/she 

is likely to behave in similar situations. For example if Mary likes a certain brand of 

coffee. then she definitely buys that brand of coffee. In the case of e-learning, if one has a 

positive attitude towards e-leaming then that person must already be engaging in some 

form of e-leaming and hence ready to adopt e-leaming to a fuller scale. If he1she has a 
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negati\'e anilude towards c-lcarning. then the person has nc,er engaged in c-leaming and 

\\ Ould not be quick to adapt to 1.!-karning. 

ocia l Judgment Theory 

This theor~ assumes that people assimilate ne" infonnation about altitude objects in light 

of '"hat the~ alread) kno\\ or feel. The initial attitude acts as a frame of reference and 

ne\\ infom1ation is categorized in temts of exisrmg standards (Fishbein and Ajzen. 1980). 

One important aspect of the theory is the notion that people differ in temts of the 

in formation they will find acceptable or unacceptable. 

According to social judgment theory. people form latitudes of acceptance or rejection 

around an attitude standard. Ideas that fall ''ithin that latitude are recei,ed fa\'Orably 

while those falling outside it are not. Messages within the latitude of acceptance tend to 

be seen as more consistent v.ith ones position than they actually are. This process is 

called an assimilation effect. On the other hand. messages falling in the latitude of 

rejection tend to be seen as even farther from ones position than they actually are 

(Fishbein and Ajzen. 1980). 

The social judgment theory is consistent with the notion that attitudes affect behavior. 

People accept or reject something depending on the attitudes they formed about the thing 

from their experience. The thing may not be bad now. but because a negative feeling 

formed in the past. he/she still regards it as bad and this will affect whether the person 

will deal with it well or not. Attitudes therefore have to be knO'A:n and an effort made to 

change them to obtain the intended behavior. 
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Balanced Theory 

Bal..tnced theory considers relations among ekmcnts a person ma~ pcrcei \'C as belonging 

togethl!r. TI1is perspccti\'C involves relatil)nS and so the resulting attitude structures arc 

called triads. Each triad contains: a person and his or her perception. an attitude object. 

and some other. person or object. Perceptions can be either positi,·e or negatl\e. 

People alter the::,e perceptions in order to make relations among them 

consistent (Halloran. 1967). 

The Balanced theory specifies that people desire relations among elements in a triad to be 

harmonious or balanced. If the~ are not. a state of tension will result until perceptions are 

changed and balance is restored. Elements can be perceived as going together in one or 

two ways. The} can have either a unit relation. where one element is seen as belonging to 

or being part of the other or a sentiment relation. where the two elements are linked 

because one has expressed a preference or dislike for the other (Holloran, 1969). 

Illustrating using couples, Holloran argued that a dating couple has a positive sentiment 

relation. upon gening married. they will ha\'e a positive unit relation, and the process of 

divorce is an anempt to sever a unit relation. 

CongruitY T heory 

Congruity theory specifically addresses hov.· attitudes are affected when a person is 

linked to an object. Assuming that we can measure the appeal of an endorser and the 

favorability of a product. congruity theory can help to answer two questions. that is how 

big a boost would a product get by being paired with the endorser and how will the 

endorsers reputation be affected b} h1s or her connection wi th the product? 



Cl ngruity theo!\ predicts that th~ ,~Jue of the more ncgati\ely valued element "ill ri e 

''hen hnkeJ to ~ positivel~ valued one. On the other hand. the positi\el)' \"alu~d dement 

would be the one to be aftected. Its association ,,.ith the negati\·ely valued element may 

di ninish its rating. The implic:nion here is that a person or organi7.ation that is linked to 

S<., r1e mher entit~ does so at some risk. This process helps to explain "hy some media 

out ets are careful to select advertisers whose tmages are congruent \\'ith their own 

(Kiesler. 1969) 

In the case of e-learning. if it turns out that academic staff have a negati\'e attitude 

towards e-leaming, then a campaign to sensitize lecturers on the importance of e-learning 

should be done by the people the academic staff have respect for. In this \Va). they wi ll 

be able to change thei r attitudes to liking e-learning. 

Theory of Reasoned Action 

Fishbein and Ajzen ( 1980) developed this theory in response to a study by La pi ere ( 1934) 

on attitudes of hotel managers towards Chinese people. The study by Lapiere (1934) 

proved that attirudes are not good predictors of behavior. In the study, hotel managers 

who responded to a questionnaire indicated that Lhey would not rent a room to Chinese 

people. but in practice, they had actuallj remed rooms to Chinese people and treated 

them well (Fishbein and Ajzen. 1980). 

The Theory of Reasoned Action says that indi\ iduals consider the consequences of their 

actions before they decide to act or not to act. Fishbein and Ajzen (1980) view a person· s 

intension to perfonn or not perform an actton to be the immediate determinant of 
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behavior (Fishbein and Ajzen. 1980). The th~O!)' of reasoned action is concerned more 

'' ith the prediction of behavior intentions rather than traditional oven bch:l\ ior. most 

commonl~ dealt with by other sociologists. 

Both Fishbetn and Ajzen ( 1980) ad:no\\ ledge behavior's likelihoodfintensions as being 

the result of various determinams with auitude being a key factor. Basing on the theory of 

reasoned action. this study set to investigate the attitudes of University of Nairobi 

academic staff and their intended actions to be able to estimate actual beha' ior. It is 

assumed that consequences of their behavior were considered before intentions to act 

were reported. From the theories mentioned above, it is clear that attitude inOuence 

behavior either directly or indirectly. The next step is to know how to measure attitudes 

and be able to predict behavior using the attitudes. 

2A Attitude Measurement 

2A.l Thurs tone-Type Scales 

Thurstone is considered the father of attitude measurement. Thurstone developed 

Thurstone type scales. They are developed using consensus scale approach. A panel of 

judges evaluates items in terms of whether they are relevant to the topic and 

unambiguous in implication. An attitude continuum of the items is then developed to 

determine the position of favorability on the issue. Respondents are then asked to check 

the statements with which they agree. The median value of the statements they check is 

worked out and this represents their opinion (Kothari, 1990). The scales are most 

appropriate when measuring a single attitude. 
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Thurston~ t~ pe .;cnlcs are more reliable than relying on researchers opinion. but the 

method l':i C'\pensi\ e. time consuming and require:> tifly or more pcoph: to c0nstruct 

hen~c making its use limited (Cooper and Emory, 1995). 

2A.2. calogram Anal) is/CumulatiH ea ting (Guttman Scale ) 

\!uhidimensional scales ha'e been de\'eloped. to measure the muhidimcn:>ional 'iew of 

nn altitude construct (Guttman. 19-M) Gunman developed the Scalogram Analysis 

usually referred to as Gunman Scalling. In this scale. items on a questionnaire are ordered 

in such a way that if a person finds one item acceptable, it is possible to know the persons 

response to all other items. A response to one item can therefore help to predict the 

responses to the other items. For instance. if an individual responds negatively to the item 

"I like oranges:· he is not likely to respond positively to the item "oranges are great for 

breakfast." This method is useful in assessing behavior that is highly structured. The 

method however involves complex calculations making its construction difficult. (Cooper 

and Emory. 1995). 

2A.3 Social Judgment Involvement Approach 

Social Judgment Involvement Approach method measures latitudes of acceptance. 

rejection. and none commitment. Subjects are instructed to indicate all statements. they 

agree or disagree with from a continuum of nine statements. The statements chosen are 

then labeled as latitudes of acceptance. rejection. and none commitment with the number 

ofstatemems in each being the measure of the latitudes (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1980). 



2AA. emantic Differential Technique 

The psychologist Carl, Osgood. Suc1. and Tannenbaum ( 1957) de\t!loped the ':lemantic 

Di !Terentia! Technique. The) ''ere concerned '' ith semantics and they devised a method 

to plot the difterences bemeen imli' iduats· connotations for words and thus map the 

psychological 'distance between the words'. 

Subjects are given a word. for example ·car' and presented with a variety of adjecti,·es to 

describe it. The adjectives are presented at either end of a seven-point scak ranging 

from. say, 'good· to bad 'or from ·fast' to slow. In th1s way one is able to draw up a 

·map· of people's connotations for a given \Vord. The intention is that this should 

differentiate between attitudes in a way that other methods do not and should shed more 

light on the links between attitudes and behavior. For example. the following 

connotations of the word Negro would lead to varying behavior: 

Subject I: Unfavorable. strong. active. 

Subject 2: Unfavorable. weak. passive. 

Both views are unfavorable, but the actual behavior of each subject towards Negroes may 

be different. Subject 1 may treat ~egroes in appeasing manner to avoid conflict while 

subject 2 may treat them exploitatively. 

2.4.5. Summated Ratings (Likert cale) 

Liken ( 1932) developed the method of summated ratings or Likert scale. The Likert 

technique presents a set of attitude statements. Subjects are asked to express agreement or 

disagreement of a five-point scale. Each degree of agreement is given a numerical ~.:alue 
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fr\)111 \'lle tl) lh~. on~ to S~\Cil. or one to nine. Each response is gi,en a numerical -core 

and thl! .::con.~s nr~ totaled to rcprescm the respondents· attitude. 

Fishb~!in and Ajzen ( 1975) found that scaling behaviors and attitudes on the same scale 

(5uch as Likert and Gunman.) rt:suhed in dramatic improvements in the attitude~ntention 

(beha\ ior) correlation. In addition. the predictive po\\er of general attitude measures. in 

particular Likert scales. improved when a number of bcha' iors were presented and 

sub ects were asked how many behaviors the~ had perfonned or intended to peri'om1. The 

Likert ~calc JS therefore used in this study to establish the auitude of lecturers to\\ards 

e-kaming and a set of questions are also asked to determine their intentions in relation to 

e-leaming. Having looked at attitudes an institution should also assess its readiness for 

e-leaming b) taking stock of its e-leaming physical facilities. 

2.5. Ph} ical Readiness for £-learning 

The ph) sica! aspect of e-leaming readiness deals with whether necessary infrastructure 

for e-leaming is in place and is accessible and whether the intended users have the 

necessary skills to use tht! technology. The physical issues to consider in a bid to 

implement e-leaming described below is a pool of items de, eloped from literature review 

as published by Watkins. Leigh. and Triner (2003) and Computer Systems Policy Project 

Gu1de ( 1980). 

2.5.1 I nfra~tructureiTcchnology 

E-leaming is made possible through technological systems. This component of e-leaming 
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10Cthes on th~ e\.stcnc~ of techn~.llogy and corresponding solhvnrc applic:uions. h also 

mcludes the degree of access to tht.! Internet. availabilitv. and accessibilitv to multimedia 
._., .. .. .. 

p~rsonal Computer:>. Web apphcations. and a\·ailability of appropriate sencr's hosts 

(Britcs. 1964 ). . \n institution can assess its readiness in terms of technology by 

detem1ining the availability of computers. assessing the easiness to acc~?ss computers and 

ho'' fas t one can access the Internet. Institutions should also determine whether the speed 

of the Internet connection is appropriate for e-leaming and whether system maintenance 

is adequate. In addition, an institution should put into consideration the compatibility of 

her technology. 

Most technology and hardware incorporated in technology for education is imported from 

outside Africa (~lutebi, 1993). Thus. institutions trying to incorporate e-leaming in their 

teaching methods should ask themselves where to get spare parts should they be needed 

after their manufacture in the countries of origin has ceased. In other words, institutions 

should bu} equipment that is compauble with similar equipment from different 

manufactures. 

2.5.2 Content Readiness 

Content readiness factor addresses 1ssues relating to quality and the extent to 

which learning content can be presented on-line (Watkins. Leigh. and Triner. 2003). With 

the current developments in technology. virtually evel)1hing can be taught online. 

through assimilation. 'ideo, teleconferencing, and animation to mention a few 

(Kearsley, 1985 ). An inst1turion that believes its learning content cannot be deli' ered 

\vholly online is rh~rcforc not yet ready fore-learning. 
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Though an institution ma) b~o.· awmc that all its learning cont~:nt can be delivered online. 

llher factors such a cost of dc\'eloping content into c-lcaming content and qualit) 

earning programs should be considered. In this regard. questions of :n ailability of 

content material either in internal or external librnries or if content ''ill be purchased off 

shelf or ''ill be de' eloped intcmall) should be addressed. E-lcnming readiness is low if 

leammg content has not been d~:vdoped for dell\ ery online. Such an institution ''ill have 

to spend time developing content before e,·entually adopting e-lc:arning. Institutions 

should also consider whether available human resource could organize. deploy. and 

maintain e-leaming functions. 

2.5.3 Human Re ource Readiness and Training Proce s Readiness 

Human resource-readiness refers to the a\·ailability and design of human support system 

for organizing. deploying. and maintaining the e-leaming functions. as well as offering 

technical support to those not skilled in e-leaming (Watkins. Leigh. and Triner. 2003). It 

tries to detennine v.hether there are organizers, manufactures. and maintainers of the 

system. This factor of readiness also assesses if the personnel have the necessary 

knowledge to serve in their jobs. If they do not have the knowledge. is there a training 

department to undertake the organi7.ation and administration in e-leaming procedure? 

Human resource and training process readiness factor is a significant parameter. as 

e-leaming initiative would definitely fail if users do not adapt to e-lcaming from the 

beginning (1\oe. 1998). Purchasing and installing technology does not translate into 

quality education without effort of faculty instructors. Question as to whether instructors 

are competent to conduct e-leaming should therefore be addressed. 
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2.5A Facili tator / Inst ructor and Lc:amcr Readiness 

I'he role of a fadlitator in nn online environment changes from delh·ering instruction to 

instructional de,elopmcnt nnd management (Kearslcy. 1985). To be an e!Tcctivc 

instructor according to Kcarsley. certain competencies different from those of n 

classroom teacher are required. These include: 

a) Innovative development of questions and simulations that are able to 

motivate learners who ha\ e no contact \\'ith the instructor. 

b) Ability to converse online and to coordinate online discussion. 

c) Technical skills of using the computer hardware and applications such as 

word-processing. spreadsheets. database management among others. and 

posting and retrieving information on and from the Internet. 

d) Skills of online student supporter: An instructor needs to be patient. 

confident. have a sense of humor, empathy, and enthusiasm. An institution 

intending to engage in e- learning should ensure that there ru:e facilitators 

with the required competencies before introducing e-learning (Kearsle). 

1985). 

An e-learner on the other hand should have hands-on computer and Internet skills. and be 

able to converse online as well. The learner should be well motivated to be able to c·arry 

on with learning despite many interruptions. Besides this. the learner should be 

disciplined enough to be able to manage his or her learning in the absence of an instructor 

physically. 
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2.5.5 Financial Readiness 

Financi:1l readinc·s parameter focuses on the budget. In order to achic' c high lc\ d of 

e-leaming readiness. the organization must set nsidc an c-lcarning budget and avoid 

looking for funds the time they are needed (Wmkins. Leigh. and Trincr. 2003). There 

ha' e to be funds lor training. installation.·.md maintenance costs. Innovations introduced 

from grants or project funds from some Aid agency or transnational organizations may 

onl1 last for the duration of the project if the beneficiaries do not plan to finance 

themselves when tinanciers arc not there any more. 

The instructors should also be financially able to support c-leaming as the university 

cannot meet some provisions. The instructors \\here possible should pay for connection 

in their homes and be able to instruct even when at home. Instructors should have funds 

to buy secondaJ) storage facilities so that they can be able to store large amounts of their 

v.:ork away from the computer for back-up purposes. Many learning institutions are so 

concerned about e-learning that large proportions of their budgets go rnto the 

implementation of e-leaming. This is because of the advantages associated with it. 

2.6. AdYantages of £-learning 

The ad\ocates of e-leaming accept the following as advantages of e-lcaming: 

a) Lniversal accessibilny: E-leammg improves access to education and 

trainmg. Once people have the necessary e-leaming infrastructure, anyone 

can get access to education an)where anytime. three hundred and sixty 

fi,e davs a vear. twent,·four hours a dav and seven da\S a .veek . ., . . . 

(Survillian. 2002). 
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b) Cheapness: In \!-1\!arning education reaches a "ider populallon with the 

same lixed costs. The costs apponioned among the many beneficiaries 

turns out to be less than in classroom lcaming where only a limited 

number of slltdcnts bcnetit. E-lcaming therefore reduces the cost of 

education through economies of scale. Education also becomes cheaper in 

e-learning because accommodation and traveling costs are cut do"n when 

e-leaming becomes predominantly online. and both instructors· learners 

are connected in their residential areas (Survillian. 2002). 

c) Empowerment: In e-learning. the learner is empowered. It is the Ieamer 

who determines the pace of learning, what to learn and when to learn. In 

so doing, he is able to remain in employment while learning (Clemons and 

Row, 1991 ). In addition, e-leaming is flexible because of its availability, 

24hrs a day, seven days week. and 360 days in a year. 

d) Quality: £-learning improves the quality of teaching. It uses both audio 

and visuaJ senses in the acquisition of knowledge. Studies have shown that 

a person acquires only 15-20% of information through the auditory sense 

and 60- 80°/o through visual sense (Kitahara, 1983). In a case where both 

audio and visual senses are used, retention becomes very high. The use of 

graphics. animation. and compact video diskettes makes illustrations as 

real as in actualli fe situations. 



e) Equality: Jones. SCJnlon. and O'shea. (1987) ob ·en~ that e-learning 

SlllOOthcs Status and tl;mcn:; hkran:hics. h reduces discriminatory 

communication patterns based on ph~ sica! and social cues such as gender. 

race. socio-economic status. and physical features. E-learning therefore 

equalizes people. 

f) Speed: The speed of computers in processing data and communication 

speed along networks ha' e pro,ed a great advantage to the education 

sector. Analysis of student performance can be done within a shon time 

enabling instructors to provide feedback to students promptly. Information 

can be distributed to a wide geographical area at an instant unlike in other 

forms of distant learning (Jones, Scanlon. and O'shea. 1987). 

With all these advantages, e-leaming does not lack limitations. 

2.7 Challenges of E-learning 

ln an effort to introduce e-learning, organizations face a number of challenges that make 

the implementation of e-leaming difficult: these include enormous costs especially in its 

initial stages. The costs include cost of hardware, development of interactive software, 

equipment maintenance costs, and relocation of existing resources among others. 

Inadequate funding of public universities in Kenya makes it difficult for them to 

introduce e-leaming whose initial costs are quite high. Not withstanding, the inadequate 

funding there is increased societal expectations that universities do research and 

incorporate information and technolog} in the1r teaching operations . 

...... 
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Even \\I ere hurdles such as of finance and inlrnstructurc ha\e been O\ercome. problems 

of resistance b~ users and impkmemcrs of e-learning s~ stem may arise (Kcarsle~. 19S5). 

Th1s is because the tirst experiences in education lor many people in\'OI\'e a teacher in the 

classroom. E-learning chnllcm.!,CS litcr:~llv thousands or vcars of teacher-student 
..... - ,.. .I 

interaction in a classroom environment. Consequemly. many organizations that try to 

implement e-leaming often get some form of resistance 1 Sur\'illan. 2002). 

Constant Internet upgrades also hamper the use of the Internet. According to ~letcalfe's 

La\\, the power of the Internet grows as the square of the number of people that use it 

(Bell. Graeme. Martin. and Clarke. 2003). With the high rate of changes. Internet users 

sometimes do not have time to adjust to the new upgrades. Security issues can also create 

a great obstacle to e-learning. Examples are unauthorized access to computer databases 

and modifying student results or grades or even stealing examination questions hence 

defeating the value of the assessment. 

Unauthorized copying of intellectual property placed on the Internet denies the owners 

potential profits resulting from cross selling (Givon, Mahajan, and Muller. 1965). Piracy 

mav kill the innovativeness of scholars or refusal to go online in a bid to protect 

intellectual property from piracy. 

Videodiscs cannot be used to display large amounts of texts or fine line drawings. Video-

discs cannot be altered once they are burnt. This makes it difficult to revise instructional 

material once tested. for correction of errors that emerge only after the disc has been in 

use for some lime (Jones. Scanlon. and O'shea. 1987). 
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'\tu km!\ and teachers "ho spend mtlSt of their time "•ith computers rna~ become so 

indi' idua Jsttl. and g~t problems J"Cinting to others in a social context. TI1ey ma~ become 

.tggressi,e. and impatient to others (0" Brien. 2000). In addition. the time that \\Ould 

ha\ e been used for le1sure ''ill be u ·ed for learning or teach mg. Work without rest may 

result into health problems such as stress. and eventual!~ poor teaching or lo\\ r.etemion 

for learners. Other health problems involving use of computers include carpal turnel 

syndrome (CTS). CTS cause numbness and pain in the wrist because of repeated striking 

of computer kc~ board. Defects in 'ision can also be caused due to exposure light rays 

emitted by the monitor (Laudon. 1996). 

The use of the Internet for c-learning exposes people to information that could be 

regarded as immoral, implementers of e-learning should therefore find ways of 

preventing access to what would be regarded as immoral. Notwithstanding the challenges 

of e-learning. institutions of learning, try very hard tO implement e-leaming. Efforts to 

implement e-leaming will only be worthwhile if e-learning potential will continue 

growing in the coming. For this reason it is prudent to examine the future of e-leaming. 

2.8 Future of £-learning 

Trends 10 technology, social and economic life indicate that e-learning will grow in the 

future. The growing worldwide lnternet usage is one of such indications. In Yfay 2002, 

the global Internet trends report showed that 580.78 million people were connected to the 

web. This means that the Internet penetration worldwide was almost I 0% (Joshi. 2004) It 

is clear that an~one thinking of e-leaming must have access to the Internet The high 

rigurcs Jf connectivit} tht!rcfore indicate a high potenual of c-leamers. 
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Trends in technological in no' mions also encournge c-lenrning. The deu·lopment of 

smnlkr portable computers and C\ t:ntunl deHiopmcnt of wallet size computers ''ill 

enco .trage people to l!ngagc in e-l~aming. This is because of the com enience of u~ing the 

sma ICl devices C\Cn when traveling: The integration of networks in mobile phones 

''~b-enabled phones) allows for mobile karning. Mobile learning extends the any time. 

any-place advantage of ICT. Mobile-learning ''ill increasingly provide high le\cl 

information about learning such as orientating the learner to learning tasks and 

information. providing learning elements such as daily tips, feedback on quizzes, 

reminders and access to tutors (Eklund and Ka~. 2003). 

The ne'" economy characterized by rapid changes in technology. globalization and 

increased competition make organizations and businesses to desire efficiency and 

maintenance of currency with developments in technology. In pursuant to these desires 

organizations will increasingly seek more skilled and flexible workers. E-leaming will be 

useful in shortening time required to update workers on new products, methods and 

processes and provide real-time or just-in-time-learning of critical knowledge and yet 

reduce training costs (Eklund and Kay. 2003). Because of the ability of e-leaming to meet 

the needs of business enterprises,-e-leaming market is bound to expand in future. 

A new generation of learners, growing up with technology will expect the most current 

technology to be used in undertaking training (Eklund and Kay. 2003). These 

expectations will make the market for e-Ieaming to grow over the coming years. 
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2.9 Pa~t ~tudie' on E-Le:trnin~ Rl'adinc'' Factors 

:\ ~un ~y condultcd in mid 2002 on thiny-four training organizations in Australia to 

t>\·aluat~ ICT delivered instruction. showed that less than half of the thiny-four 

in'\tllutil ns sun ~yed .tscd ICT in their tc.lching despite the ~l\ailability of the !CT. Time 

~Oibtraint on teachers and issues \\ith integrating ICT into the curriculum was cited as the 

main reason for not using them. This study did not try to lind out other salient reasons for 

none utilization of ICT which may not be said expressly but could be inferred from other 

obsen auons I ike their attitudes. 

In the ~ear 1988. a study b> Nlakau. on the potential and problems of compU£ers in 

schools in Kenya showed that teachers complained 'that they did not have time to CO\'er 

the prescribed syllabus and learn how to use the computer (Makau. 1988). A site 

observation however showed that some of the teachers actually spent time in none 

academic conversations hence ruling out the question of limited time. In such a case a 

stud) should be done to stud> the actual reason for none utilization of resources. This 

study tried to investigate attitudes and e-leaming readiness of the University of Nairobi 

academic staff which are some of the reasons e-leaming fail. 

Gachau (2003). conducted a research on e-leaming readiness in tertiary institutions in 

Kenya ''hile Baradyana (2004). conducted a research on e-leaming readiness in higher 

learning institutions in Tanzania Both studies investigated e-learning readiness factors 

and the competencies required for an e-leaming environment. Questionnaires containing 

both open ended and close-ended questions were used to get the required information. 

Some of the factors found as being necessar) for e-learning in both ca5es were computer 
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literacy. nn c-k!lming culture. and motivation. learning mechanisms nnd dclh ery 

mcthodologit:s. management and technical suppon. 

The lindings 111 both Gachau's and Bnradyana's studies. showed that both the students 

and lecturers believed that e-lcaming could create a competiti' c ad,·antnge to their 

msututions. The~ were willing to engage in e-learning but the facilities \\Cre not 

adequate Both swdies did not address the attitude of the academic staiT towards 

c-learning. In addition, the studies were done on other institutions other than Uni,·ersity 

of Nairobi. Attitudes are said to play an tmponant role in predicting behavior (Fishbein 

and Ajzen 1980). The knov.-ledge of academic staff attitudes towards e-leaming may be 

used to determine whether the e-leaming initiative at the University of Nairobi \\Ould 

succeed or not. 

Studtes by Watkins, Leigh. and Triner (2003), found the determinants of e-leaming 

readtness as: computer and Internet use skills, the accessibility to computers and the 

Internet, and the culture or attitude of the people towards e-learning. management and 

technical suppon. ln all the studies.(that is, by Watkins, Leigh. and Triner. Gachau. and 

Baradyana). there was an agreement in findings as to the factors that determine 

e-leaming readiness. These are computer literacy, an e-leaming culture, and motivation, 

learning mechanisms and management and technical support. Gi,·en these factors. how 

do the academic staff in the University of Nairobi rate in respect toe-learning readiness? 

The research methodology that follows addresses this question. 
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CH ·\I,TER Ill 

3.0 RE. r \RCII ;\lETHODOLOGY 

.3.1 Resea rch De ign 

This study surveyed the readiness of Uni,ersity of Nairobi academic staff to implement 

e-learning. lhe study was done:: through establishmg lecturers· attiludes towards 

e-learning. and their e-learning readiness. Their e-leaming readiness was assessed in 

terms of their skills. extent of use of available ICT and availability and quality of 

e-leaming facilities. Their readiness to adopt e-leaming was also sought by way of asking 

questions in regard to their intensions. A survey design· was used to gather data for the 

study. Survey method is suitable for gathering infonnation on attitudes. opinions. 

perceptions. expectations. and intentions (Cooper. and Emory. 1995). Survey stud~ wa.:; 

also used to be able to cover a wider range of the large academic staff of the University of 

;...atrobi. The instrument of data coJJection was a self-administered questionnaire. 

3.2 Population 

The population conststed of all the Gniversity of ~airobi AcademiC staff. The) are I A I 0 

in total (University of Nairobi Calendar. 2005-2006). The entire Academtc staff is 

distributed as fo!IO\\S: Colleges of Humanities and Soc1al Sc1ences (CHSS)-370 lecturers. 

College of Agriculture and Veterinary Sc1ences (CA VS}-214 lecturers. College of Health 

Sciences 1 CHS}-311 lecturer. College of Education and External Studies (CEESJ-121 
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lecturers. College of Architecture and Engineering (CAE)- 191 lecturers nrH.I College of 

Biohlgical and Physic.11 Scrcnces ( C f3PS)-203 lecturers. 

3.3 ~ample Size 

Samples were taken from all colleges to ensure fair representation of each subgi'Oup in 

the uni,·ersit! and hence increase precision in the results of the sample :,tnti~tic:> 

{Churchill. 1991 ). A sample size of three hundred and tifty (350) was deemed appropriate 

in order to be able to cover fairly adequately all the faculties and departments oi the 

Uni,ersit~ of 1\:airobi. The Questionnaires were distributed to colleges and departments 

in proportion to the number of lecturers in the colleges and departments. At least thirty 

respondents from each college was achie,·ed. 

Since the Colleges of the University of Nairobi are grouped almost homogenously in 

regard to subjects taught and the study being a survey, the sample was still regarded 

representative of the whole population. The respondents from each college and 

department -were obtained out of convenience. 

3A Data Collection 

A questionnaire (Appendix HI) was used to collect data. The questionnaire had four 

sections. Section A consisted of closed and open-ended demographic questions for 

classifying respondents. Section B had questions on a five point Likert Scale. The 

questions were to establish the attitudes of academic statT towards e-leaming ~~:ction C 

had multiple-choice questions that attempted to capture data for establishing the readiness 

of the Universit~ ·s Academic staff to implement e-leaming. Section 0 had multipk-
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choice questions that wert' used to establish the bch:t\ ior intensions of lecturer~ towards 

e-kaming. 

The researcher with the help of one assistant visited each campus distributing 

questionnaires to individual kctun:rs. Quc:;tionnaircs \\ere distributed dircctl~ to 

lecturers in their offices and collcct('d later after bdng responded to Some lectures tilled 

them right away and returned to the researcher. Others son to hnve some time to lilt. For 

such. the questionnaire had to be collected later. 

Repeated visits were made to each college/campus this was done until the required 

number of responses \Vas obtained. The respondents had no problem with the 

questionnaire. 

3.5 Data Analysis and Presentation 

The demographic information in section .-\ was used to categorize the respondents and to 

pro' ide a general background of the respondents. In addition. the demographic 

information v.as Cross-tabulated against attitudes. computer knowledge. Internet skills, 

and content readiness. The Cross-tabulation was done to get the relative frequencies of 

joint phenomena such as age and attitudes. Chi-Square tests v.ere also performed to 

establish if there was any significant difference in attitudes. computer knowledge. 

Internet ski lls. content readiness. and various classifications of respondents based on 

demographic information. 
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ect n B of the questionnaire concernL~ "ith responses to questions invoh ing the 

acad~mic statT attitudes towards e-learning, This section was anai)7Cd in three ways. 

First. analysis was done through descriptive analysis that is. means. nnd standard 

de\ iations. A factor analysis \\aS then done on the responses 111 Section B to identify the 

key factors that would explain the attitude of respondents. Lastly. the score9 per 

respondent v.ere summed up and respondents categorized as having positive. ncg.ati,·e. or 

neutral attitude. This section \\'as further Cross-tabulated with demographic infonmnion 

to esmblish if there was any relationship between attitude and demographic infom1ation. 

Chi-Square tests were also performed on the cross tabulated data to lind out whether 

demographic data and attitudes were dependent events. 

Section C dealt with e-Iearning readiness of Universit} of Nairobi academic staff in 

regard to their accessibility, connectivity. adequacy and quality of computer and Internet 

facilities. content readiness (Content in multimedia fotm) and the extent to which 

available e-learning facilities were being utilized. This section was analyzed through 

frequencies and percentages. A proportion of below 50% of lecturers in the affirmative 

on questions asked \.\3S regarded as Jo,., level of e-learning readiness. A proportion of 

bet\.veen 50-69% is regarded as being ready for e-leaming and a proportion of 70% and 

above is regarded as high level of readiness. 

Section 0 sought to find out the intensions of lecturers in regard to adopting e-leaming. 

This was done in order to estimate the probable success or failure of the e-leaming 

initiatives that are being undertaken by the Lniversity of Nairobi. This part was analyzed 

through frequenc:es. and percentages. 
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CIIAP I'ER IV 

4.0 D.\r \ \\\LYSIS \~D Fl:\()l'iGS 

-U Introduction 

This chapter pr~sents tht.! rcsult6 of anal~ sis or this study. Of 350 qucstionnair~s 

distnbuted. 203 were received as indicatt:d in Table I. 

Tablet Respondents per College 

ColleQe Frcquenc\' 
- -

College of Biological and Ph\'sical Sciences (CBPS) 36 
College of Agriculture an<.l Veterinar~ sciences (CA VS) 40 
College of Health sciences (CHS) "'" .).) 

College of Architecture and Engineering (CAE) 30 
College of Humanities an<.l social sciences (CHSS) 31 
College of Educauon and l.:.xtemal studies (CEES) "" .).) 

, Total 203 

The questionnaires received represented 58% of what was distributed. All the 

questionnaires received were used in the anal) sis and resulted in the findings presented in 

this chapter. 

The first part of this analysis is a tabulation of demographic infonnation of respondents. 

The infonnation provides a general 'ie'' of the respondents" demographic background. In 

addition, the demographic information \\as cross tabulated against attitudes. computer 

knov.Iedge. Internet skills, and content readiness. The Cross-tabulation was in order to 

get the relative frequencies of occurrences of the joint phenomenon. The Chi-Square tests 

were also perfonned to establish if there was any significant difference in attitudes. 
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CMtputer kn1..m ledge. Internet skills. content readiness. and 'nrious classilications of 

r6p ndcnts based on deml)graphic information. 

fhc sc:cond pan of the analysis dealt with analysis of Section B of the questionnaire. The 

p~m dealt \\ i th responses to questions im olving the academic staiT attitudes towards 

e-leaming. This part was analyzed in three wa~s: First. nnalysis was done through 

descnptiYe analysis. whl.!rc means. and standard deviations v.-cre determined. A factor 

analysis was then done on the responses in Section l3 to identify the key factors that 

would explain the ani tude of respondents. Lastly, the scores per respondent were summed 

up and respondents categorized as having positi\'e. negati\'C, or neutral attitude. The 

overall attitudes of respondents were cross tabulated with demographic data to get the 

relative frequencies of the joint phenomena. 

The third pan of the analysis dealt with the e-leaming readiness of university academic 

staff. This pan was di-..ided into sub secuons dealing with accessibility, adequac}. and 

quality of e-learning facilities. skills, content, finance, and use of e-learning facilities. 

The data was analyzed through frequencies and percentages. A proportion of less than 

50% of lecturers in the affirmative on the questions asked was regarded as low level of 

readiness fore-learning. A proportion of 50-69% in the affirmative was regarded as being 

read~ for e-leaming and a proportion of over 70% was regarded as a high level of 

e-leaming readiness. Demographtc mformation was also cross-tabulated with information 

in part three of the analysis and a test of significance done to find out if the demographic 

factors have any relationship '""ith academic sLaff computer and Internet skills. utilization 

of computers and Internet. 
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The fourth pan of the analysis dealt with section D of the Questionnnir~ '-~ction D 

:.ought to lind out thl! intentions of the academic stnfT of th~ Uni,·ersity of l':airobi 

towards adopting c-learning. Thi!' part was also analyzed through frequencies nnd 

"1ercc'ltages. 

4.2. Demographic Characteristics of Rt pondcnts 

4.2.1 Oi tribution by Gender 

rhe distribution of respondents by gender is gh·en in Table 2. I :Vlajority of respondents 

were males who constiruted 76% of the total respondents. The females formed only 24% 

of the respondents. 

Table 2.1 Distribution of Respondents b) Gender 

Gender Fre_guen9' Percent 
Male 155 76 
Female 48 24 
Total . 203 100 

The female respondents were slight!) less than a third of male respondents. Despne the 

lov. numbers, the females were at least represented in the sur\'ey. 

-'.2.2 Distribution by Age 

The distribution of respondents by age is given in Table 2.2. Of the respondents, 36.9% 

'vere bet\\een 30-39 years. Those in the 40-49 age brackets were 31% of the respondents. 

In the S0-59 age bracket. the respondents formed 24.6% of the total respondents. The 

remaining were of60-70 age bracket. They formed 7.4% of the total respondents. 
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Table 2.2.Distrihution of Rc\pondent-, b) \~e 

Age bracket Fre_g_uency Percent 
30-39 75 36.9 
40-49 63 31.0 
50-59 50 24.6 
60-70 15 7.4 

From Table 2.2. the distribution of respondents. shows rt!prcscntation of at least all age 

groups. :\tajority of respondents, howc\'er. \\ere 111 the age bracket of 30 to 39 years. 

The~ were followed b~ those in the 40-49 age bracket. On average. most of the 

respondents were young people in the range of 30 to 49 years. On average 67% of 

respondents were below 49 years. t-.tore than half of the 67% below were below 40 years. 

-t2.3 Distribution by Years of enice 

Table 2.3 presents the distribution of respondents by length of service. Those that had 

served between Ito I 0 }ears were 32.2%. while those who had served for II to 20 years 

were 4 7 .5%. Those who had served for 2 I to 30 years were I 0.4% and those who had 

served between 3 I to 40 years formed 9.9% of the respondents. One person did not 

indicate age. 

Table 2.3 Distribution of Respondents by Years of Service 

I Years of service Fr~quencv Percent 
I I to 10 65 ., ") ") 

.)_,_ 

I II to 20 96 I 47.5 

21 tO 30 I 21 I 10.4 

31 to 40 I 20 I 9.9 
Total 202 100 

Most of the resp ndents had served between II to 20 years. They were followed by those 

who had ser\'ed between l to I 0 years. :\ext v,;ere those v~ ho had sen.ed bet ween 21 to 30 
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~ears and lastly those \\ ho hnd served between 31 to 40 years. On nverngc most of the 

rt!sp ndCntS h.td SCr\'Cd for less than 20~ cars. 

L !A Obtribution by Highest Lcn' i of Education 

l'abk ~.4 prest!nts tht.: distribution of n:spondems by academtc qualifications. Onl~ two 

le\'els of education \\ere represcnt\!u. 

Table 2A Distribution b) Highes t Level of Education 

r--
Education Level Frequency I Percent 
~lasters 113 I 54 
PHD 90 I 46 
Post doctorial 0 0 
Other 0 0 
Total 203 I 100 

Academic staff with a Masters degree formed the majority of respondents. The~ formed 

54°1o of the total respondents. Holders of Doctor of Philosophy degree formed 46°'o of 

respc ndents. 

~.2 .5 Distribution by Designation (Position) 

Table 2.5 presents the distribution of respondents by their designation. Most of the 

respondents held the position of lecturers: they formed 51% of the total respondents. 

The) were followed by senior lecturers. \vho formed 24% of the total respondents. 

t\ssistant lectures formed I 0% of the respondents. The rest of the positions. that is 

tutorial fellows. assoctate professors. and professors were the least represented \\ith less 

than I 0% representation in each group. 
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Table 2.5 Distribution by Designation (Position) 

Desi~n ation Frequcnc" Percent 
Tutorial fellow 4 2 
Assistant Lecturer 21 10 
Lecturer 103 51 
Senior Lecturer 48 ::!4 
Associate Professor 18 9 
Professor . 9 4 
Other 

I 
0 0 

Total 203 100 

.f.3. Attitude toward E-learning 

Attitude towards e-leaming were measured on a live point Likert scale. The rellponscs 

were assigned values as !-Strongly agree. 2-Agree. 3-Neutral. 4-Disagrec. 5-Strongly 

disagree. The information obtained was analyzed through descriptive statistics. that is, 

means and standard deviations. A factor analysis was also done to establish the factors 

that explain the attitudes of lecturers towards e-leaming. A summation of respondents 

scores was done to get the overall attitudes of lecturers towards e-leaming. The overall 

attitudes were cross tabulated with demographic data to get the relative frequencies of 

demographic data and determine whether anitudes had any relationship with 

demographic information. 

4.3. t Descriptive Statistics 

Means and standard de\iations of responses on attitudes towards e-leaming are presented 

in Table I A in Appendix I. In the table. means of responses on every question ranged 

from 1.63 to 3.91. The standard deviation of lecturers· responses ranged from .775 to 

1.395. This means there were diverse opinions on e-learning ranging from strongly 

agreed to strongly disagree. 
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Rl!sponsc:::. ''ere (atcg.orizcd imo mo: from agree to strongly agree and from neutral to 

strongly disag.re\.: The responses from agree to strongly agree arc shown in Table 3.1 

''hi le those ranging frorn neutral It) strong!~ disagree arc shown in and Table 3.2. As 

sho,,n in the tables. there wen: more responses for agreed to strongly agree range than 

from neutral to strongly disagree range. That means more lcclllrcrs had a positi\'e attitude 

towards e-leaming. 

Table 3. 1 ~lean of Agree to trongly Agree Respo nses 

'l E.\~ 

£-learning '"ould ease the work of teaching_ 1101 I E-leaming '"ould give the Uni\'ersny of i\airobi a competiti' c advantage over 1.91 
other universities in Africa. I E-leaming is crHJcal in making the Uni\'ersity of ~airobi a word class African 1.8:! 
uni,ersity. 

I £-learning is necessarv for Universi!l of Nairobi to compete globally. I 1.69 
E-leaming pr~ares one to work in a networked world. I 1.63 

l E-leaming_ will enhances my teachin__g_ effectiveness. 1.99 
It will be easi' for me to learn skills necessarv to engage in e-learning. 1.99 
Introducing e-learning_ is a waste of resources. . 1.63 
E-leaming is a very fast method of disseminating learning contenl. 1.67 
[ am sure I can effectively eneal!e in e-leaming. 1.87 
E-leaming will be an imQro,·ement over existing instruction methods. I 1.91 
E-leaming will enrich the lecturers'job. I 2.2 
E-Jeaming makes coordination of students difficult. I 2.75 
E-leamin_g_ will reduce the amount of time I spend on traffic jams. 2.63 

l Lecturers intellectuai_Q_ro_Qert_y_ will be at risk ife-leamin_gis introduced. 2.85 
E-leaming leads to loss of _guali!i'_ of teachine. I 2.62 

l in e-leaming it will be difticult to evaluate students online. 2.87 
I E-leaming will lead to loss of control of students. I 2.87 
l in e-leaming students are exposed to information that is harmful to their 2.25 
I morals. _ 



T:1ble 3.2 \lean~ of Neutral/Disagreed to Responses 

ST.\T£\1E:"'T \ll.AN 
E-leaming is a better mode of teach me compare to class room instruction. ' 3.52 
If e-leaming is inrroduced now. I \\Ould h:ivc diliiculties in~1mc1ing ns 1hc Uni,crsit\ has 3.72 
no established library of ~rosrnms or casseues 10 m:11ch mv h!achine needs. · 
,.\bsence of spontaneous real time c:\~hanges in c-leaming "ill mal\c c-lcarnim! 
inetTecti\C ~ 

3.34 

Privacy is not assured when usinQ the Internet at the Uni\'crsitv of Nairobi. 3.36 
The securi ty of students examinations. a:;signmcnts and note:; when stored 3.75 
online will be at risk. 
E-learning will reduce the amount of money spent on traveling to my place 3.01 
of work. 
In e-leaming. the instructor lacks the opportunity to cvaluute students I 3.43 
understandine of content at an instant. 
E-leaming is ineffective as it remo,·cs social contact between lecturers and I 3.00 

l students. 
I Frequent Power failures at the Uni,ersity of Nairobi ''iII hinder e-leaming 3.91 

initiatives. 

4.3.2 Correlation 

Table I A. I in Appendix I presents the correlation coefficients of the questionnaire items 

for altitudes towards e-leaming. A correlation coefficient of 1 indicates a perfect 

correlation. It implies that the items are the same or measure the same thing. In such a 

case. it would require that one of the items be dropped. t\ correlation of Zero (0) implies 

a lack of relationship between the items. A correlation of 0.5 is significant. This means 

that the questions measure almost similar things. 

From the correlation matrix in Table 1 A.l in Appendix I there are some questionnaire 

items that have a coefficient of 0.5 and above. This implies that a significant relationship 

existed between some items in the questionnaire. There was therefore need to eliminate 

some questions. The questions that were eliminated were: 
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• Question I {Qs. I). E-kJrning eas~s tt:~1ching and Qs. I 0. E-lcaming is necessary 

for the UniH:rsity of N::~irobi to cCimpetc globally. hml a corrdation coellicicnt of 

0.563. Qs. I 0 was eliminated and qut!stion I was retained. 

• Qs. 4. E-learning would gh ~ the UniYersit~ of Nairobi a competitive advant:Jgc 

O\Cr others and Qs. II. E-karnin~ prepares one to work in a networked \\Orld had 

a correlation coefficient of 0.513. Qs. II was eliminated and Qs. 4 retained. 

• Qs.7. E-learning is critical in making University of Nairobi a world class 

Universit) and Qs. I 0. had a correlation coefficient of 0.503. Since Qs. 10 had 

alread) been eliminated then! was no need to eliminate Qs. 7. 

• Qs. 9. E-learning enriches lecturer job. and Qs.l 0 had a coefficient correl~11ion of 

0.636. Since Qs. I 0 had been eliminated there was no need to eliminate Qs. 9. 

• Qs.9 and Qs.l9. E-leaming will enhance teaching. had a correlation coefficient of 

0.506. Question 19 was eliminated and 9 retained. 

• Qs. 26. E-leaming is a very fast method of disseminating learning content. and 

Qs. 29. E-leaming will improve existing instructional methods. had a coefficient 

correlation of0.544. Qs. 29 was eliminated and Qs. 26 was retained. 

• Qs.27. I can effectively engage in e-leaming, and Qs.28, £-learning matches my 

teaching style, had a correlation coefficient of 0.625. Qs. 28 was eliminated and 

Qs.27 was retained. A total of fi\e questions were eliminated. 

4.3.-t Factor Analysis 

A factor Analysis was performed for responses in section B of the questionnaire in order 

to 1denufy the ke} factors that would explain the attitude of respondents towards 

e-learning. The Principal factor anal~ sis \\as used. Table 2A.I in Appendix I presents the 
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results of th~ t':"lctor analysis. To be able to extract sufficient factors from SC\ em! 

components. thctor loadings in every component \\ere determined u!)ing eigen \'alucs. 

The components \\ith eigen values of I and abo,·e \\ere extracted. The total variance 

explamed b) the nine factors extracted was determined as 68.4% . 

. \fter the identification of the factors by eigen values ,..-as made. the components and the 

factors were rotated using varimax with Kaiser Nonnalization to determine the maximum 

variables in each factor matrix. The results give the factors and the components that 

comprise that fac tor. The rotated component matrix is given in Table 2A.2 in Appendix I. 

The findings were as follows: 

Factor I 

The central theme in the factors that loaded heavily on Factor I was on perfonnance. The 

following are the questions that loaded heavily on Factor l: 

I. E-learning eases the work of teaching (79.2%). 

2. E-learning wouJd give the University ofNairobi a competitive advantage over 

other universities in Africa (66.3%). 

3. It will be easy for me to learn skills necessary to engage in e-learning (51.8%). 

4. Introducing e-leaming is a waste of resources (58. 1%). 

The attitudes of lectures towards e-learning are is influenced by the benefits gained from 

it. In this case lecturers would have a positive attitude towards e-learning because it 

improves their teaching perfonnance. 



Factor 2 

The general them!! in the componL·nts nr ractor 2 is prestige. The questions that loaded 

h~a\ ily on Factor 2 are 

I. E-learning will enrich the lecturers· job {50.1 %). 

., 
I am sure I can effectively engage in e-leaming (R3.1 %) . 

Lecturers would prefer 1!-kaming bcc~lllse of the prestige associated with it. ~!any people 

regard e-learning to be a more advanced form of instntction and therefore anyone 

engaged in it is regarded highly regarded compared to those who do not. 

Factor 3 

The theme in the components of Factor 3 is Control. The questions that loaded hea\'ily on 

FacLOr 3 were: 

I. E-learning v.ill lead to loss of control of students (69.8%). 

2. In e-learning. the instructor lacks the opportunity to evaluate student 

understanding of the content at an instant (69. 7%). 

3. E-leaming is ineffective as it removes social contact between lecturers and 

students (76.0%). 

Lecturers would have a negative attitude to e-leaming because they belie'e it lacks 

physical interaction hence reducing lecturers control over students. 

Factor~ 

The theme in the components in Factor 4 is quality teaching. The questions that 

loaded heavily on these factor are: 
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I. E-learning ts critical in making Uni\'crsity of Nairobi a World-class African 

uniYcrsity (70%). 

2. E-lcaming leads to loss of quality of teaching (65.6%). 

3. In e-le~lming it \\ill be difficult to evaluate students online (50.8%). 

The acad~mic staff ''ould hav~ a positi\c auitude to\\ards c-karning bt!causc it rcsulb 

into qual it~ teaching. 

Factor 5 

The general theme in the components in factor 5 seems to be security. These are: 

1. Privacy, is not assured when using the Internet at the Uni\'ersity of 

Nairobi (80.4%). 

2. The security of students· examinations, assignments. and notes when stored 

online is at risk (73.3%). 

lecturers are concerned about the security of infonnation placed on the Net. The 

administration should put in place mechanisms to pro" ide security to any information 

placed on the Internet to motivate lecturers into adopting e-leaming. 

Factor 6 

Three components were identified in Factor 6. The general theme in these components 

seems to be preservation of culture. The components are: 

I. Absence of spontaneous real time exchanges 111 e-learning will make 

e-learning ineffective (55.3%). 

2. lecturers' intellectual property will be at stake if e-leaming is introduced 

(79.5%). 
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3. In e-learnmg. students arc ~:xposed to inl~mnation th~ll is hannful to thdr 

mor::~ls (73 8%). 

GiYen that the theme in respect to t:tctor 6 rd::ucs to culture, it would appear that the 

lecturers would not be willing to adopt e-leaming because they ''ant to preserve their 

culture. 

Factor 7 

On I) two components were idcnti ficd in this factor. The central theme in these factors is 

sa' tngs of time and money lhe components are: 

I. E-leaming will reduce the amount of money I spend on traveling to my place 

of work (80.9%). 

1. E-leaming will reduce the amount of time I spend on traffic jams (69.5°1o). 

Lecturers would have a positive attitude towards e-leaming due to the sa\ ings one is able 

to make in e-leaming both in tenns of money and time. 

Factor 8 

The Lheme in the components in Factor 8 is efficiency. The questions that loaded heavily 

on these factors are: 

I. E-leaming would eliminate the opponunity for lecturers to get the feedback 

from students through body language (72.1 %). 

2. If e-learning is introduced now. I would have difficulties instructing as the 

uni..,ersit:.- has no established library of programs or cassettes to match their 

teachmg needs (56.7%). 
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The.; lecur~rs are concerned "ith dlici~ncy in teaching. ~lost lectures believe their 

erticiency \\Ould be affected due to inability to get t't!cdback from body language and 

unavailable stock of e-learning progr~uns. lhl! administration should enlighten lecturers 

on the potentials of e-leaming including face to face presentations. The University should 

also ensure that more e-leaming programs are de\'eloped or purchased and lecturers arc 

made 3\\are of the facilities available at the university. It is possible that some :ecturers 

are concerned "ith facilities that may be in stock but they are simply not aware. 

Factor 9 

One statement loaded heavily on Factor 9. That ··e-learning is a better mode of teaching 

when compared to classroom instruction"'. Its factor loading was 50.4%. 

This statement is an evaluation of e-leaming after considering a number of things. ~lost 

lecturers seem to be satisfied with the O\erall benefits of e-learning hence making them 

haYe a positive attitude towards it. 

~A. Overall Attitude 

To get the overall attitude towards e-leaming, responses for section B of the 

questionnaire were awarded scores as follows: Strongly Agree-!, Argee-2. :-.seutral-3 

Disagree-4, and Strongly disagree-S. The scores per individual were summed up and 

respondents categorized as indicated in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Attitude Scores 

_Sco re 1 Attitude 
30-89 Positive 

90 ~eutral 

l 9J-150 Negative 
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.t.f.l ummal') of E- lcarning Attitudes 

fable 3.-l shO\\S the summary of altitudes of respondents. From thl! tJblc, majority or 

respondents .1ccounting for 75°'o of the respondents had a positi\'c attitude towards 

e-leaming. Those with a neg:lti\e attitude were 23%. fhosc that ''ere neutral were 

2%. Since man) lecturers ha\e 3 positi\ e altitude towards c-karning. they would support 

e-leaming initiatives being introduced in the University of Nairobi. 

Table 3A Summan of E-learning Attitudes 
Cumulath c 

Attitude Frequenc' Percent Valid Percent Percent 
Positi,·e 153 .,SA 75.4 75.4 
Neutral 4 

I 
2.0 2.0 I 77.3 

Negati\'e 46 22.7 22.7 I 100.0 

Total 203 l 100.0 100.0 
l l 

-t-t2 Cross Tabulation of Respondents' Attitudes against School 

A tabulation of attitude responses against school and a Chi-Square test was done to 

determine whether there was a significant relationship between schools and attitudes 

tov:ards e-leaming. Table 3.5 presents a cross tabulation of attitudes against schools. 

Table 3.5 Cross Tabulation of Attitudes against Schools 

School Positive Neutral Negative Total 
BPS 66.7% (24) 2.8%(1) 30.6 _(ll 100% (361 
CAVS 80.0% (32) 0% (0) .. 20% (8) 100% (40) 

CHS 
I 

84.8% (2)8 0% (0) 15.2% (5) I I 00% (33) 

CEA 80.0% (24) 
I 

0% (0) 
I 

20.0% (6) 100% (30) 

CHSS 67.7% (21) I 9.7% (3) 22.6% (7) 100% (3 I) 

~ 

I CEES I 72. 7°/o (24) • 0% (0) 27.3% (9) 100% ( 33) 

Total 75A 0/o (153) 20% (~) 22.0%(~6) i 100%(203) I 
l ! I 
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The college of Health sciences had a majority of responses \\ith a posilhe anitude 

towards c-leaming. The pcrcc:magc of those '' ith a positi' c altitude in the college of 

Heahh sciences was 84.8%. The Cb\ and C.\ VS were runners up '' ith 80.0% of their 

respondents having a positi \'C attitude. CEE \\3S founh with 72.7% of respondents having 

a positi\'e attitude towards c-kaming. CHSS had 67.7% of respondents "ith a positive 

attimde 

CBPS compared to the rest of the colleges. had the least percentage of respondents with a 

positive altitude to,,ards e-learning. It would be expected that the CBPS would be more 

positi\'e to e-leaming since they are the initiators of the system. It should however be 

noted that no one from the institute of computing and informatics responded to the 

questionnaire. 

To establish if a significant relationship existed between attitudes and colleges a 

Chi-Square test was done. The Chi-Square results show that there was no dependence 

between attitude and schools. The computed Chi-Square value was .l 08. which is greater 

than .05. There was no significant difference in responses within schools. 

4.-L3 Cross Tabulation of Respondents Attitude against Gender 

A tabulation of attitude responses against gender and a Chi-Square test was done to 

determine if gender has any relationship with attitudes towards e-learning. The 

information is contained in Table 3.6. 
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T:tble 3.6 Cross Tabulation of Gender a~aimt Attitude~ 

! ~ Altitude 
Positi' c 'cutr~t l I '\cga ti\'c Total 

~ f.1le ! 79.4% (123) 1.9% (3) I 18.7% (29) 100% (155) 

I Female 
- ~ 

I 62.5°/o (30) 2.1% (I) 1 35.4% (17) I 00% {4S) -

I Total I 75.4% (153) 
- r-

2.0% (~) I 22.7% (-'6) J 00% (203) 

\1ajority of male respondents showed a positi\'e attitude towards e-leaming ''hen 

compared to females. There were 79.4% males with a positin! altitude towards e-leaming 

while 62.5% of females had a positin! attitude towards e-leaming. More women had a 

neutral attitude towards e-leaming. Those with a negati \'e attitude to e-leaming among 

women \Vere 35.4% and 18.7% among men. The difference in responses between men 

and women is .not significant. The Chi-Square value was .052, which is greater than .05 

There was no significant difference in attitudes between male and female. 

~AA C ross Tabulation of Respondents Attitude against Age 

Table 3. 7 presents a cross tabulation of respondent"s attitudes by age. 

Table 3.7 Cross tabulation of Age against Attitudes 

Age l Attitude 

I Positive 
-

Neutral N~ative Total 
30-39 I 86.7% (65) ·tO% (3) 9.3% (7) 100% (75) 
40-49 I 65.1% Hll 1.6% (1) I 33.3% (21) 100% (63) 
50-59 I 76.0% (38) 0% (0) I 24.0% ( 12) I 100% (501 
60-70 I 60.0% (9) ! 0% (0) I 40.0% (6) I 100% () 5) 

Tota l 
_!_ 75.4% (153) l 2.0% (4) 22.7% (46) 

I 
100% 
(203) 
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~lajorit) of those with a positi\'e attitude towards e-learning \\Crc from 30-J<> .1ge 

bracket. They accounted for 86.7% of respondents. 1"111!} \\Crc follo\\cd by 50-59 age set 

where 76.0% had a positive auitudc lO\\ards e-leaming and 24.0% with a negati\e 

attitude. \ext ''as the 40-49 age category '' ith 65.1 'Vo of its rcsplmdents having 

appositi'e attitude and 33.3% with a negmi\'c ::ntitude towards c-lc3ming. The 60-70 age 

set had the lowest percentage of those with a positi,·e attitude. Of the respondents 60% in 

the 60-70 age group had a positive attitude towards c-leaming and 40% had a negati\'e 

attitude. Only the 30-39 and 40-49 age category had respondents with a neutral attitude 

towards e-leaming. 

On average. there were more people with a positive anintde towards e-leaming in all age 

categories. The number of those with a negative attitude rose with advancemem in age. 

The Chi-Square results indicate that there is some correlation between age and attitudes. 

The Chi-Square test value is .011, ~hich is less than 0.05. Basing on the findings. it can 

be said that the younger lecturers were more likely to have a positive attitude towards 

e-leaming than the older lecturers . 

.tA.S Cross Tabulation of Respondents' Attitude by Designation/Position 

Table 3.8 presents a cross tabulation of Position and attitudes. From the table. 85.7% of 

Assistant lecturers had a positive attitude towards e-lcarning. They formed the highest 

proportion of those with a positive attitude towards e-leaming when comparing by 

designation. Those whose designation is Lecturer had the second highest proponion of 

those with a pOSlll\e attitude within the designation. St!nior Lecturers were the th1rd. with 

73% of their respondents having a positive attitude towards e-learning. Associate 
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Prok~sor had 68.4% with a posith(! :lltitudc ''hilc Pro(\::)sors had 60.0~o. Tutorial 

r'elk"\ \S '"rid thl! least percentage (50°a) of tho:se '' ith a positi'c anitude tO\\ards 

e-leaming. 

'\one of the Professors and \s:sodate Professors hnd a ncgmi,·c attitude towards 

e-leamin!! Assistant lecturers had the highest number of those '' ith a neutml attitude - -
towards e-learning at 9.5%. The) \\'ere follov.-ed by Senior Lecturers at ~.2% and 

Lecturers at I 0° 'o. 

T bl 3 8 C a e ross T b l . f t\ . d a u ahon o 1 t~1tu cs agamst 0 . es1gnat10n 
Designation Attitude 

Positive ~eutral Negative Total 
Tutorial fello-.,v 50.0% (2) 1 0% (0) 50.0'7o (2) 100% (4) 
Assistant lecturer 85.7% (18) 19.5%(2) I 4.8% (I) 100% (21) 
Lecturer 77.7% (80) 1.0%( 1) ! 2 1.4% (22) I 00% ( 103) 
Senior Lecturer 73.9% (34) 2.2% (I) 23.9% ( II ) I 00% (46) 
Associate professor 68.4% (13) 0% (0) 31.6% (6) 1 100% (19) _ 
Professor 60.0% (6) 0.0% (0) 40.0% (4) 100.0%(10) 
Total 75A 0/o (153) 2.0% (-') 22.7% (-'6) 100% (203) 

Chi-Square test of independence yielded a .139 value which is greater than 0.05. This 

implies that there was no relationship benveen respondent's position (designation) and 

ani tudes towards e-leaming. Attitudes are independent of ones designation (position). 

-'A.6 Tabulation of Respondent ' Attitudes against Highest Level of Education 

Table 3.9 shows respondents' attitude cross-tabulated against highest level of academic 

quali fication. Only two categories of academic levels were observed. These are Masters 

degree and Doctor of Philosophy degree. 
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Table 3.9 Cro-.. Tabulation bch\Ccn lli~hc t Lc\Cl of Education and Attitudes 

Attitude 
Positive :\cutral ~ega tire Totul 

~lasters 80.5% (91) 2.70;o (3) 16.8%(19) 100% ( 113) 
PhD 68.9% (62) 1.1 % (I) 30.0~27) 100% (90) 
Totnl 75A%_il53) 2.0% (4) 22.1•x, (~62 lOOo/o _(203) 

~lasters fonncd the highest proportion (SO 5° o) of those with a positive ani tuM towards 

e-leaming !\[asters also had the highest respondents with a neutral fe~ling of 2.7% 

compared to l . l% from the PhD holders. PhD holders hud the highest proportion of those 

with a negative attitude. They were 30% compared to masters with 16.8%. 

4.5 Physical R eadiness 

For an institution to be e-learning ready. it has to have appropriate physical factlities for 

e-leaming. Information obtained from the lecturers gives the following state of the 

Universit} of~airobi e-leaming infrastructure; 

.t.S.l Accessibility 

Table 3.10 presents the respondents accessibility to computers. Eighty percent (80%) of 

respondents indicated that they are readily accessible to computers while only 20% said 

the} were not readily accessible to computers. 

Table 3.10 Ready Accessibility to Computers 

l Res_gonse Frequenc)' Percent 
Yes 163 80% 
So ~0 20% 

-
Total 203 lOOo/o 
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Computers are :1 basic requircm\!nt for e-l~aming and therefore 80% a,·ai!ability indicates 

a positi\ c step or read1ness towards ~-kaming. 

-t.5.2 Connccti' ity 

Table 3.11 presents the connl!ctl\ ity of lecrurers to lntemt:t. Sevcnty-se,·en percent (77%) 

of the total respondents indicat\!d that the,· are connected while 4% show that thev \\\!re . . 

not connected. This means that though 80% of respondents in question I could access a 

computer. 4% are not connected to the World \\'ide Web. 

Table 3. 11 Connectivif) 

l Response Frequencv I Percent 
Yes 156 I 77% 
~0 8 I 4% 

1 Not applicable/No computer 39 I 19% 
l Total 203 I 100% 

~ineteen percent ( 19%) of the respondents indicated they did not have computers at all. 

The 19% are likely to be a pan of the 20°'o respondents who indicated that they are not 

readil) accessible to computers. Since only 4% of the respondents accessible to 

computers were not connected indicates a relatively high connectivity and hence 

readiness fore- learning. 

4.5.3 Convenience of Location of Computers for £-Learning 

Table 3.12 presents respondents view in terms of convenience of location of computers 

for e-leaming. Fifty six percent (56%) of the respondents indicated that the computers 

were convenient for e-h:arning while ·-l2°'o indicated that the location of computers was 

not convenient for e-leaming. The difference in responses bet'"-een ready accessibility 
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and con' l!nicncc of comptllc.:r~ for c.:-karnin~ is 1!:\plaincd by the.: comment!\ added b~ 

some respondents. This indicatt:J that ncademic staff \\ere only accessible to computers 

through student computer laboratories and other lecturers· offices. 

Table 3.12 Convenience of Location of Computer for E-Lrarning 

I -
I --RCSQOnsc Frequcncv Percent 

Yes I 113 56 I 

~0 I 8o 42 
I Other I -t "' -
I 
Total I 203 100 

For e-leaming to be effecti,c. each lecturer should ha\ c his/her own personal computer. 

Fony-two percent (-t2%) inconveniency of location of computers fore-learning indicates 

a lo'' read mess for e-leaming. 

~.SA Adequacy of Internet Time forE-Learning 

Table 3.13 sho,,s the respondents views on the adequacy of the time they can access the 

World \\ tde Web. Of the respondents. 58% indicate that the hours of connection were 

adequate for e-learning. Thin} -etght percent (38%) regard the hours as not being 

adequate. while 4% '"·ere not sure. Some of the 4% commended that they had never had 

an opponunity to use the university website to be able to judge the adequacy of Internet 

time 

Table 3.13 Adequacy of Internet time for £-learn ing 

~ ReSQonse I Frequency Percent~ 
Ye~ I 78 38 --'\o I 117 58 

l ~o response I 8 4 
[Total I 203 100 
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E-leaming should be carried out 24 hour.; a da\' and 360 da' s n venr. This mcan-. .. .. .. . 
computer time should also be 24 hour5 n day throughout the ~car. If 5S% of the :tcndemic 

staff think that the time the) could access the Intemct "ns not adequate ~ et e-leaming is 

not being undertaken full). then the uni\ ersity is not e-lcaming ready. ElTon should be 

made to imprO\ e on the time the:. kcturcrs can access the Internet (:\ote: - readiness was 

judged \\ ith respect to the fact that c-leaming was not undenaken fully and note the 

proponion of respondents). 

4.5.5 T echnology/ Infrastructu re 

The mformation on accessibility and connecti' it) could be used to assess the :nailability 

of technology for e-leaming. In addition. infonnation on computer O\\nership and "here 

the respondents surf the 0/et will shed light on the a\'ailability of e-leaming technology. 

From Tables 3.10 and 3. 11 , it could be concluded that 19°"o (Table 3.11) to 20% (Table 

3.10) of the respondents did not ha"e computers. Three (3%) to four percent (4%) of 

those "ith computers are not connected to the World Wide Web. The 3% is the 

difference betv.een those who ''ere accessible to computers in Table 3.10 and those that 

were connected from Table 3.11 The 4% was obtained directly from Table 3.11 ,.,here 

4% indicated that they did not have computers. This meant that they were not connected. 

Adding 4% of those not connected yet with computers and 20% of those without 

computers yielded to 24% of those not connected. 

If the results were to represent the actual population tht!n nbout a quarter of the academic 

staff were not connected. For purposes of e-leaming, each academic staff should ov.n a 

computer and should be connected to the World Wide Web. The university. in its 
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preparation for t!-lcaming should h~wc provided computers and ensure each office is 

connected to the Internet. 

-L5.6 Computer On•nership 

Table 3.14 sho,,s the number of lecturers that had their 0\\11 computers besides 

L"niversit~ office computers. 

Table 3.1-l Computer Ownership 

I Response Frequency Percent 
Lectures'' ith own 161 79 
Lectures without O\vn 42 ?I 
Total 203 100 

Seventy nine percent (79%) of the lecturers owned computers other than those of the 

University. This showed that a large proportion of the academic staff kept current with 

the de\·elopments in information technology and hence were ready for e-leami~g. Some 

of those without computers remarked on the questionnaire that they were in the process 

of acquiring computers soon . 

... 5.7 Places of Surfing the Net 

Table 3.14 shows the places the academic staff surfed the Net. From the Table 4.3, 64% 

surfed the net from ~atrobi University offices. Those respondents who surfed both at the 

Uni\'ersity of Nairobi and cyber cafes accounted for I 4% of total respondents. Taking the 

total respondents collective!:. iA% surfed in cyber cafes alone and 5.9% surfed from 

home alone. Those that surfed the Net both at the university and at home constituted I 4% 
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of the respondems. The rest, (7°/o) of respondents surfed in othl!r institutions. unhersity 

and from their homes. C) ber cates and home or all the three places collecti,·dv. 

Table 3.15 Place of urfing the ~cr 
Response Fr·cqucncv -Percent 

• ~0 reseonse 5 , - -
I _,) 

l niwrsitv or~airobi office alone 129 64 
Cyber cafe alone 15 7.4 
Home alone 12 5.9 

c Cni\'ersit) and Cvber cafe 28 14 
! lni\ersitv and home .. 

..) 1.5 
Cyber cafe and home I I 0.5 
All the three 7 I 3.-1 
other institutions I I 0.5 
Cni\'ersitv of Nairobi and other institutions 2 I 1.0 
Total 203 100 

-

The fact that there were lecturers who surfed the Net at Cyber cafes and home alone 

indicated that the facilities at the Uni,·ersity were not sufficient for all members use. That 

lecturers surfed the Net in other places other than the Cniversit) of Nairobi meant they 

were enthusiastic to keep pace \\ ith the changing infom1ation techno log). They were 

ready to surf the ~et elsewhere if the university could not have sufficient facilities. This 

was an indication of their readiness to go e]ectronic and hence ready to engage in 

e-leaming . 

.t.5.8 Quality of Information Technology 

Table 3.16 sho,..,s the respondents· views on the speed of Internet connection at the 

university of Nairobi. 

Table 3.16 Adequacy of the Speed of Internet Connection 

t Res~onse I Frequenc_y Percent 
Adeguate I 39 19 
Inadequate I 148 73 
None re~onse l 16 8 
Total l 203 100 
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Onl) I 9~o of the lecturers indicated that the spl!ed of lntcmct connection is adequate for 

e-leaming. An O\'Crwhelming 73°/o indicated that the speed of Internet connection is not 

adequate for e-leaming. The uni\'ersity administration should work towards acquiring 

more bandwidth to be able tO ease access to the Internet. 

-t5.9 Adequac~ of Computer Maintenance 

Responses as to "hether the le\'el of computer maintenance is adequate fore-learning arc 

presented in Table 3. I 7. 

Table 3.17 Adequacy of Computer Vl:lintenance 

Response Freguenc~ Percent 
Adequate 34 17 
Not Adequate 158 78 
None response 11 5 
Total 203 100 

Only 17% of the respondents thought that computer maintenance was adequate for 

e;leaming. Seventy eight percent (78%) of the respondents thought that the level of 

computer maintenance was not adequate to enable e-learning. Fi\e percent (5°/o) did not 

complete the question, but some indicated unavailability of computers which made 

assessing thei r maintenance impossible. A higher number of respondents (78%) indicated 

that computer maintenance was not adequate. This meant that the university should step 

up maintenance of computers if e-leaming would have to succeed. 

-L6 0 kills Readiness 

The table labeled Table 3.18 shown bdow presents responses on whether lecturers had 

adequate computer skills. 
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Table 3.18 Po sessions of Computer kills 

Response I Frequenc' Percent 
Yes. Posses I 106 5"' i':o. Do not Posses I 97 48 
~one response I 0 0 

I 
Total I 203 100 

Fifty two percent (52%) of respondents believed the~ had adequate computer skills to 

enable them engage m e-leaming. Forty-eight percent (48%) felt they did not ha\c the 

required skills. This meant th:u almost half of the academic statT bclte\ed they did not 

have skills for e-learning. Introducmg c-leaming at such a time \\Ould have resulted in 

underutilization of the resources for lack of skills to engage inc-learning. 

-t6.1 Cro s Tabulation of Computer Knowledge against College 

A Cross tabulation of computer knowledge against college was represented in Table 3.19. 

The CBPS had the highest respondents '"ith adeq.uate computer knowledge to enable 

them carry out e-Jeaming. The) accounted for 66.7% of the total respondents in the 

college. They \\ere followed by the CHSS with 64.5% of its respondents claiming they 

had adequate computer knowledge. In the th1rd position was the CA VS. with 50°/o of its 

respondents with adequate computer knowledge to undertake e-leaming. CHS and CEES 

tied m fourth position. The respondents with adequate computer knowledge in this 

colleges accounted for 45.5% of respondents in the respective colleges. Lastly was the 

CEA, onl> 40% of her respondents had adequate computer knowledge for e-leaming. 
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Table 3.19 Cross Tabulation Computer Kno\\ ledge :tgainst College 

chool 

I 
--

Atlcttu:ttc con~p utcr· Kno" ledge 
\c, ~0 Total 

CBPS I 66.;'/o (24) 33.3% ( 12 100.% (36) 
CAVS I 50.0% (2_QI_ 50.0% (20 100% (.tO) 
CHS I 45.5% ( 15 I_ 54.5% ( 18 100% .( 1 S) 
CEA I 40.0% \12) 60.0°o ( 18) 100% (30) -

CHSS I 64.5% (20)' 35.5°/o (II) 100% ("") .J.) -

CEES I 45.5% ( 15) 54.5% (18) 100% (33) 
TOTAL I 52.2°/o ( 106) 47.8% (97) 100% (203) 

From Table 3 .19. it could be obsen·cd that only two colleges hud O\'er 60° o of their 

respondents with adequate computer knowledge. The rest were 50% and belo''· This is a 

low readiness for e-lcarning as computer J...nowl~dge is a basic requirement fore-learning. 

The universtt) should therefore organize training sessions for its members in computer 

techniques. Chi-Square tests of responses by college indicate that computer kno\\ledge 
. 

was not dependent on college. The Ch1-Square test value yielded .I 58 value "hich was 

greater than .05. 

~.6.2 Cross Tabulation of Respondents Computer kills b) Gender 

Table 3.20 presents the responses on computer knO\\Iedge against gender. Respondents 

who claimed they had adequate computer knowledge to undertake e-leaming accounted 

for 52.3% of male respondents. Those without adequate computer knowledge accounted 

for 47. 7%, of the male respondents. On the other hand, 52.1% of the female respondents 

had adequate computer kno,,ledge while J7.8% of the female respondents did not. This 

showed that there , .. as no significant difference betwl!cn male and female (lack of 

vanance by reason of sex) with regard to computer knowkdge. 
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Table 3.20 Cro~' Tabulation of Computer knowlcd~c agaimt gender 

I Gender I Response 

I Yes ~ No T otal 
~tale I ., --~ (81) 47.7% (74) 100% (155) ,:>_,J 0 

Female I 52.1% (25) 47.9°'0 (23) 100% (48) 
Total -2 ., % (106) -t7.8% (97) 100% (203) 

-l ~ ·- 0 

From Table 3.20. lht: level of computer literac~ between mt!n and women is almost the 

same. The Chi-S4uare test of independence yielded a value of .983. \\hich is far greater 

than 0.05. Thest: results indicated thm there \vas no relationship bemeen gender and 

computer knowledge (i.e. computer kno'' ledge is not dependent on gender). 

-t.6.3 Cro s tabulation of Respondents Age against Computer Knowledge. 

Table 3.21 shO\\ S the responses on computer knowledge by age. Of the respondents in the 

30-39 age category, 72.0% had computer Knowledge while 28.0% did no have. ln the 

-l0-49 age set. 61.9% had adequate computer knowledge. The percentage of those with 

adequate computer knowledge in the 50-59 age group was 16.0% and 33.3% in the 60-70 

age range. 

Table 3.21 Cross Tabulation of Age against Computer Knowledge 

Age Res_Q_onse 
Yes ~0 Total 

30-39 72.0% (54) 28.0% _i21l 100% (75) 
40-49 61.9% (39) 38.1% (24) 100% (631 
50-59 16.0% (8) 84.0% (42_} 100% (50) 
60-70 33.3% (5) 66.7% (I 0) 100% ( 15) 
Total 52.2% (106) .t7.8% (9TI_ 100% (203_} 

From Table 3.21 it could be obser\'ed <hat the younger lecturers belie\ed the~ had 

adequate computer knowl~dge compared to older lecturers. In the 30-39 age category. 
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·espt"~Pdents with adequate computer kno'' ledge were 72.0% w hi I~ those '' ith inadequate 

computer kno'' ledge were 28 0% .. ·\s age advJnced to 40-49. th~ percentage of tho~c 

\\ith adequate computer kno'' led:,:e reduced to 61.9% and those "ith inadequate 

computer knO\\ ledge rose to 38.1 %. A Chi-Square test further con finned this scenario. 

The findings indicated that there was t1 ,·cry high reltltionship bct,,een age and computer 

kno'' ledge. The Chi-Square 'alue 1s almost zero. wluch is less than 0.05 ':tlue thus 

e\'idencing the same. 

4.6A C ro s Tabulation of Computer "nowledge b~ Years of Senice 

From Table 3.22 it could be obsencd that those with adequate computer knO\\Iedgc \\ere 

more among those \\'ho had sen ed for Jesser years. For example, 81% of those who had 

served for 1-1 0 years had adequate computer skills: only 18.5°/o claim they did not have 

adequate computer knowledge. In the categor) of ll-20 years of service. the percentage 

of those with computer knowledge reduced. Only 43.8% had adequate computer skills 

''hile those ,.,.ithout computer kno, .. tedge wem up to 56.3%. [n the 21-30 years ofseiVice 

category the figure of those ,., ith computer knowledge. was even lower to 28.6% while 

that of those ""ith inadequate computer knowledge did rise to 71.4%. 

The lowest percentage of those with computer knowledge was found in the 31-40 age 

category. Onl} 25.0% had adequate sktlls while 75.0% did not have adequate skills for 

e-leaming. The finding in the computer skills against years of service category was 

similar to those of computer kills against age. This could be explained by the fact that 

tnose \\ ho had served longest also happen to be the ones with a higher age. 
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Table 3.22 Computer Knonlcdgc :1g:1in-.t r~~lrs of. ~n·ic~ 

Years of cn·icc Response 

21-30 6) 
31-40 ~ ~5.011 o (5) 1-son' (I'\) 

:: T=o=t=a;;_l_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~:~_,_f.---=..:;,5=:2.=5'% {t6§L[-t 7.5°/cl = l96) 

-t.6.5 Cro Tabulation of Computer Kno" ledge against Position 

Table 3.~3 presents a summary of responses on computer knowledge and position. 

Compared by designation. assistant kcturers had the highest proportion of re::,pondents 

\\ith adequate computer knowledge. ·1 hey were followed by senior lecturers with 56.5% 

of lecturers with adequate computer knowledge. Those with the designation of lecturer 

were third with 53.4% of their population ha\ ing adequate computer skills. Associate 

professors followed them with 31.6% respondents having adequate skills. Respondents 

irom the tutorial fellows group had 2).Uo/o with adequate computer sktlls and 75% 

\\ ithout. Professors had ::W.O% of their respondents with adequate computer skills and 

80% were without. 

Table 3.23 Cross Tabulation of Computer Knowledge and Position 

I I Response~ I I Position I \Vith Computer 
I 

\\ ithout Computer Total 
Knowledge Knon· ledge 

t Tutorial fellov~ I 250% (I) I 75.0° <) (3) 100.0%(-!2_ 
Assistant lecturer I 76.2% {16) I 23.2% (5) I 100% (21J 
Lecturer I 53.4°'o (55) I 46.6% _i48l I I 00% (103) 
Senror Lecturer I 56.5°o (26) I 43.5% (20) I 100% (461 
Associate Professor I 31.6~o (6) I 68.4% (13) 100%(19) 

l Protessor I 200% (2) I 80.0% (8) 100% (101 
Total I 52.2'Y,, (1 06) I -t7.8'Vo (97) 100.0% (203) 
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est \ f independence slllms th3t there is a relationship bcmeen position and computer 

kno'' ledge. The (hi-Square 'aluc is .017. '' hich is less than the , alue of .05. Like in 

~ears of sen icc. to some extent thosc in high position!i were also more ad\'anccd in age. 

This is because positions go with ac;-tdcmic qualifications. which take time to attain. 

·t6-.6 Posse ion of Internet Skills 

Table 3.24 presents the responses on '' hcther respondents had adequate Internet skills. 

Table 3.2-1 Po session oflnternet kills 

I Res~onse I Frcgucnc~ I Percentage 
Yes-Posses Internet Skills I 177 I 87 
;\o-Do not Posses Internet Skills I 26 13 

l ~one response l 0 0 
Total I 203 100 

Eighty t\.'.:o percent (82°'o) of the respondents feel they have adequate Internet skills. Only 

13% feel they do not have the required Internet skills. Eighty two percent (82°'o) of 

lecturers"' ith Internet skills indicate a high le\·el of readiness for e-leaming . 

. t6.7 Cross Tabulation of Internet kills against Colleges 

The percentage of those with computer skills per college is presented in Table 3.25. The 

college of Biological and Ph} sica! sciences and College of Education and External 

studies had a I 00°/o of its lecturers having adequate Internet skills. This rna} be explained 

by the fact that the college of Biolog•cal and Ph} sica! Sciences was the base of e-leaming 

center. The college of Education and External studies on the other hand worked closely 

with the college of Biological and Physical Sciences to produce teaching material into 

modules to host onto the University of 1\airobi \\ ebsite espectally for distant education 

students. The interest in e-learning by bOth colleges could partl} explain \"h> I 00 % of 
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Test f independence shO\\S that there is a relationship bet\\een position and computer 

kno\\ledge. The Chi-Square value is .017. which is less than the value of .05. Like in 

years of sen ice. to some extent those in high positions were also more advanced in age. 

This because positions go \\ith academic qualifications. which take time to attain. 

-t6.6 Possession of Internet kills 

Table 3.24 present) the responses on whether respondents had adequate Internet skills. 

Table 3.2 .. Po ession of Internet Skills 

'-::-~--- Re"':'sp.._o_r_;ls_c ______ _.___Freq uency 
Yes-Posses Internet Skills 177 
\o-Do not Posses Internet Skills 26 
\one response (1 

Total 203 

Percentage 
87 
l3 
0 

100 

Eighty two percent (82%) of the respondents feel they ha..:e adequate Internet skills. Only 

13% feel the~ do not ha' e the required Internet skills. Eighty t\\O percent {82°'o) of 

lecturers with Internet skills indicate a high level of readiness for e-learning. 

-'.6.7 Cross Tabulation of Internet kills against Colleges 

The percentage of those with computer skills per college is presented in Table 3.25. rhc 

college of Biological and Ph)sical sciences and College of Education and External 

studies had a I 00% of its lecturers ha\'ing adequate Internet skills. 1 his may be explained 

by the fact that the college of Biolog1cal and Physical Sciences was the base of e-leaming 

center. The college of Education and External studies on the other hand worked closely 

with the college of Biological and Physical Sc1ences to produce teaching material into 

modules to host onto the University of Nairobi Website especially for distant education 

students. The interest in e-leaming by both colleges could partly explain why I 00 % of 
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their respondents have adequate Internet skills. The college of engineering and 

archuecturc came next with 90.0% of the respondents who had adequate Internet skills. 

The College of Agriculture and Veterinary sciences had 85.0% of its lecturers with 

adequate Internet skills. 

Table 3.15 Cross Tabulation of Internet ~kills against Collc~es 

-I College \\'ith Internet \Vithout Internet kill Total 
Skills 

--

I CBPS 100% (36) I 0% (0) 100% (J6) 
CA\·s 85.0% (34) 15.0% (6) 100% (40) 
CHS 63.6% (21) 36.4% ( 12) 100% {33) 
CEA 903.% (27) 10.0% (3) 100% 130) 

-

CHSS 83.9% (26) 16.1% (5) 100% (31) 

CEES 100% (33) I 0% (0) 100% (33) 

I Total 87.2% (177) 12.8% (26) 100% (20) 

.-\ccording to the University of Nnirobi ".cbsite (Http://w".v..uonbi.ac.ke). both the 

C liege of Engineering and Architecture and the College of . \griculture and Veterinary 

S~.:1ence-, had e-leaming support staff attached to them. Being actively involved in 

e-leaming. the ~'o colleges ranked highly in members with internet skills. The college of 

Humanities nnd Social Sciences came next to the college of Agriculture and Veterinary 

scit!nces. It had 83.9% of their respondents with adequate Internet Ski lls. Some of the 

respondents in the college of Humanities and Social Sciences indicated that thei r skills 

\ ere acquired through self-initiatives. Perhaps this explains why they rank lower among 

t~ose with adequate computer skills. The college of health sciences had 63.6% of the 

respondents with adequate Internet skills, which was the lo\'.est. compared to other 

schools Basing on this information the College of Health Scit:nces should be gi\:en more 

consideration \..vhen training on Internet skills, or be given e-learning support staff at 

college and if possible department level. 
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4.6.8 Cross Tabulation of Respondent Internet kill by Age 

Table 3.26 presents respondents Internet skills by age. Age category 40-49 had the 

highest percentage (7.9%) of those wilh inadequate Internet Skills. They were followed 

by 60-70 age group with 86.7% of the respondents who had adequate Internet skills. 

Those in the 30-39 age category came third v.ith 85.3% of their respondents with 

adequate Internet skills. Lastly were those in the 50-59 age category with 84.0% of the 

respondents in that age set ha\'ing adequate Internet skills. On averagt!. all age groups had 

at least over 80% of the respondents with adequate Internet knowledge. fhis indicates a 

high level of readiness fore-learning. 

Table 3.26 C ross Tabulation of Internet SkiiJs against Age 

Responses 
Age 
Bracket 

With Internet skills Without Internet Skills Total 

30-39 85.3% (64) 14.7% (II) 100% (75) 
140-49 92.1% (58) 7.9% (5) 100% (5Ql 

50-59 84.0% (42) 16.0% (8) 100% (50) 
60-70 86.7% (13) 13.3% (2) 100% (15) 
Total 87.2 % {177) 12.8% (26) 100% _QO:D 

A comparison of age against computer skills and age against Internet skills showed an 

almost reverse relationship. [t would have been expected that those who ranked highest in 

computer knowledge would also rank among those with adequate Internet skills. On the 

contrary, while age category 30-39 led in computer skills. it comes third in Internet skills. 

The 40-49 age category moves from second position in computer knowledge to first 

position in Internet ski lls. Age category 50-59 maintains fourth position in both computer 

knowledge and Internet skills. The 60-70 age category moves from third position in 

computer ski lls to second position in Internet s!...ills. fhe re\erse in responses could be 
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due to the fact that surfing the Net does not require complex skills. a little exposure to the 

Internet is enough to attain the required skills. From the Chi-Square test there is no 

relationship between Internet skills and age. The Chi-Square value is .566 which is 

;reater than .05 value 

-'.6.9 Cr o Tabulation of Internet Skills against Years of Service 

Table 3.2- presents a cross tabulation of Internet skill::; '' ith years of service. Those who 

had served for 1-1 Oyears represented 86.2% of the respondent who had adequate Internet 

skills to undertake e-learning. Those \\ho had been in service between 11-20 years maJe 

up s- 5°1o of those with adequate Internet skills. In the 21-30 years. 85.7% had adequate 

Internet skills. Those .. ., ho had been in service bemccn 31 and 40years had 90% with 

Internet skills. Variation in Internet skills is not consistent with years of service and so 

the L ni versi t} of Nairobi should select across all categories of years of service for those 

it ,.,1shes to train or expose to the lnterneL. 

Table3.27 A C ross Tabulation of Yea~ of Sen ice again)t Internet kills 

--
I With 

-

Year~ of service adequate \Vithout Internet Total 
Internet skills 1 Skills 

1-10 86.2% (5~ 13.8% _(9) 100% (65) 
11-20 87.5% (84) 112.5% ( 12) 100% (96) 
21-30 85.7% ( 18) I 41.3% (3) 100% (21) 
31-40 90.0% ~182 l0.0°o (2) 100% _i20J 

1 Tota l 87.1 {176} 12.9 (26) 100% (202) 

The result of Chi-Square test of independence indicates there is no relationship bet,.,cen 

years of service and Internet skills. The calculated Chi-Square value is .969. which is far 

greater than .05. The University should train on Internet skills across all groups of years 

of scrv1ce 
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.t.6.10. Cross Tabulation o f Internet Skill against Po~ition 

Tab.e 3.28 shows the cross tabulation of position against Internet skill s. From the table. 

2.0°'11 of those '"ho had adequate Internet skills were tutorial fellows. Assistant lectures 

\\ith adequate Internet skills \\ere 6.9%. In the lecturers category 46.3% had adequate 

Internet skj lls. Of the respondents. 19.7% with Internet skills were senior lecturers. fhere 

were 9.4% Associate lecturers and 3.9% professors v.ith adequate Internet skills. The 

findings on adequacy of computer and Internet skills are not correlated. Those that had 

inadequate com puter skills tum out to ha'e adequate Internet skills except for those with 

the designatio n or lecturer and senior lecturers ""ho maintained almost the same position. 

''hich is second and third of those with adequate Internet skills. This can be explained by 

the fact that Internet skill s are not complex and an)one with some exposure to the 

Internet will be able to use it. 

Table 3.28 Cross Tabulation of Position against Internet Skills 

Position With Internet Skills Without Internet Total 
Skills 

Tutorial fellow 100% (4) 0% (0) 100% {4) 
Assistant lecturer 66.7% ( 14) 33.3% (7} 100% J2U 
Lecturer 1&9.3% (92) 10.7% (II) 100% { 103) 

Senior Lecturer 87.0% (40) 13.0% {6) 100% (46) 
Associate Professo r 100% ( 19) 0% (0) 100% _{_19) 

Professor 80.0% (8) 20.0% (2) 100% (203) 

T otal 87.2% (177) 12.8% (26) 100% (203) 

To asses further possession of Internet skill s a question was asked for lecturers to select 

from a list provided which online tools they were able to use to communicate to students. 

The responses are provided in Table 3.29 under Section 4.6.11. 
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4.6.1 1. Abili~ to Communicate Online 

Table 3.29 presents the responses on ability to usc e-mail. Internet chat. and instant 

messenger. ~tost of the lecturers \\ere able to use email alone to communicate. 

T;~hle 3.29 Respondents ..\bilil) to Communicate Online 

~ ---- I Pcrccnta2e Frequency 
e-mail alone 129 164 
e-mail & instnnt chat I 1 s 19 
e-mail & instant messenger 4 12 
all f the abo\ e I 24 112 
all of the above & others 3 I I 
Instant chat alone 0 IO 
Instant chat & instant messenger 0 10 
Instant messenger alone 0 IO 
~one of the above I ., -_ ) I 12 

I Total 203 I 100 

The~ made up 64% of the respondents. Tw·elve percent ( 12%) arc able to use e-mail, 

Instant chat. and Instant messenger. Nine percent (9%) are able to use email and Instant 

chat. Of the respondents 2% indicated that they could usc both e-mai l and Instant 

messenger. At least one percent ( 1 %) was able to communicate using the tools listed and 

others not listed. Twehe percent ( 12%) indicated that the~ could not communicate using 

any of the listed tools. The information obtained shows that most of the lecturers can at 

least communicate over the Internet in one way or another. Exposure on use of Instant 

messenger and Internet chat is however required for most lecturers. This is required to 

enable them manage and coordinate discussions onl ine. 

4.6.12. Ability to Post ~otices/Messages 

To be able to assess the possession of Internet skills a question was asked to indicate 

\\hl:lher one could post notices on the i':ct. The responses are presented in Table 3.30. 
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T bl 3.30 AbTh t P t M 3 e I I • 0 OSI 1 f'i " cssages . ot1 ccs on t h I e nternet 
Response Frequenc" Percent 
Yes 95 47 
\Io 103 51 
None response 5 ') 

Tota l 203 100 

Fort~ se\en percent (47%) of the respondems said that they were able to post notices on 

the Internet \'ohilc 51% said that they could not post notices on the Internet. T\\0 percent 

12 'ol did not indic:lte their position but gave addiuonal comments that they have never 

tried to post notices on the web and so they are not sure whether they would be able to 

post messages. Adding none respondents to those who teet that they are not able to post 

notices on the Net. then almost 50% of the respondents are not able to post notices on the 

Internet. More exposure on Internet skills ts required tf r-..mrobi Untversny .\cadernic 

staff have to compete globally. 

" ·7 The E-Learning Activities Known by Respondents 

To be more specific on whether the Academic statT \Vas actually able to undertake 

c-learning, a question was asked to indicate which of the e-learning activities one was 

able to undertake Table 3.31 shows the responses. 

Table 3 31 E-Learning Activities Kno\\ n by Respondents 
I - Percent 
~ . Fregucncl:: 

I. Developing content for online-learning alone I 118 58 
2.developjngcontent and coordinating discussion onl ine 5 2 

l 3. aJl of the above 12 16 
I 4.0e\'e)oping content and evaluating online 21 10 

S.Cordinating discussion and evaluating online IO 0 

6.evaluating students online only I O 0 
7. Coordinating online discussion alone 0 0 

0. None of the above 47 23 
--~--

Tota l 203 100 
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Fill) .oeight percent {58%) of the respondents were able to at least develop content for 

teachmg online. Of the respondents. I 0% belie"ed they could develop content and 

e\·alu.ate students online. Six percent (6%} could dc\elop content, coordinate discussion. 

and evaluate students online. T"cnty three (23%) percent belie\cd they , .. ·ere not able to 

engage in an~ of the e-Jeaming activities. 

In general, most academic stan· believed that they had adequate skills for e-leaming. but 

when asked the specific skills that would be required for e-Jeaming. the number of those 

with the necessary skills reduce. Exposure into what is required in c-leaming is required 

for most of the statT. Those ''ho indicated lack of knowledge on e-leaming also gave 

comments that the: needed training on the same. A fc, .. lecturers "lso indicated that the 

skills they had ''ere self acquired and wished the university could take more mitiatives 

to\vards training the academic staff. 

This implied that the respondents had the strong will power to go into e-leaming. 

However they acknowledged the need to have them trained to ensure adequate 

kno, .. Jedge necessary for delivery of the knowledge through electrononic media. 

·t 8 Availability of Human Resource 

For his PhD proJeCt, Dr. Omwenga a lecturer at the Umversity of Nairobi developed the 

e-learning platform referred to as WEDSOFT (1-ltlp://wwv".uonbi.ac.ke). The University 

of '!airobi administration took over the administration and funding of the e-leaming 

project. Lecturers are expected to use this facility to facilitate learning especially for 

distant students. There was information in the Help Tool. which would guide lecturers on 

how to develop content for e-Jeaming. and how to update information contained on the 
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\\eb among others. Other than information contained on the \\ebsite, members of the 

WEDSOFf team have staff that provide support to the college of Agriculture and 

Veterina,r: Scrences. College of Education and External studies and college of 

Engmeering and Archltecturt! (Http://ww""'·uonbi.ac.ke). 

The lecturer and those that \\Ork \Vith him are situated in the College of Biological and 

Physical Sc1ences in Chiromo and others in the spec11ic campuses as mentioned above. 

Responses on whether the location of support staff IS conviniem for e-leaming are 

presented in Table 3.32. 

Table 3.32 Convenience of Location of upport Staff 

f I Freguency Res~onse Percent 
Yes I 73 36 

I Xo I 121 60 

I ;\one response ,9 4 I 
I Total I 203 100 

Sixt: percent (60%) of respondents fell that the location of support staff \\35 not 

comenient fore-learning. Thirty-six percent (36%) felt the location was convenient while 

onl} 4% did not indicate \\hether the location was convenient or not. If 60% fell that the 

location of support staff was not convenient, then the university could be said to have a 

lov.- level of e-leaming readmess in regard to availability of support staff. A majority of 

those that claimed that the location \\US convenient were based in Chiromo campus. 
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-t 9 A , ·ailability of Finance 

People could be said to be e-learning ready if they have the finance to initiate e-learning 

and sustain it. A question was therefore asked to find out if staff \\oas of the opinion that 

they \\ere financially abh! to support e-learning initiatives. Table 3.33 shows the 

responses on whether the academic staff was read) to pay for thetr connection. 

Connection of lecturers· homes \\"Ould enable them engage in e-leaming even \\hen away 

from college. 

Table 3.33 Willingness to Pay for Connection 

Response I Frequency Percent 
Yes 196 47 
~0 T97 48 
~one response 10 5 
Tota l 203 100 

Fon) seven percent (47%) were willing to pay \\hile 48% were not willing. Exposure on 

how much it would take financially to engage in e-lcaming is necessary for lecturers to 

understand the financial implication of e-learning and prepare for it Being able to pay for 

connection is important because in online learning. one would be able to instruct 

anywhere any time. Most lecturers were not living in staiT houses and so they needed to 

have connection while away from the university. That only a few lecturers 47% were 

willing to pay for connection indicates a very low level of readiness for e-learning in 

regard to personal financial commitment. 

-tlO Content Readiness 

The academic staff would be said to be e-learning ready if it believes that the content of 

their teaching subject could be wholly delivered online and if their teaching content is 
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::Uready in multimedia form. With the present de\:elopments in technology. virtually 

everything can be delivered online through audiovisuals like COs. teleconferencing, 

simulations. and unimation among other techniques. Tuble 3.34 shov.s the responses of 

ecturers on whether their content could be deli\ered online. 

Table 3.34 Content that can be Delivered Online 
ResEoose 

I I Percent Freguency 
All of it 31 15 
Most of it 113 I 56 
Linle can 40 20 
Ver. little 19 19 
Total 203 I LOO 

Only 15% of the lecturers believe that all their content could be delivered online. Most 

lecturers forming 56% of respondems however believed that most ot their content could 

be delivered online. Combining those \1\ho feel that most of their subject matter could be 

delivered online and those \\hO felt that all of their content could be deli\ered online. 

then 7 I% of the lecturers could be said to be e-leaming ready. Those \\hO fell thatlmle of 

their content can be delivered online rna) be resistant to e-learning initiatives. Effort 

should be made therefore to enlighten them on the capabilities of computers and the 

Internet in e-learnmg. 

4.11 Content in Multimedia Form 

Table 3.35 shows how much of content is in multimedia form. 

Table 3 35 Content in Multimedia Form 

l Response I Frequenc) Percent 

l None T 75 37 

L <20% I 63 31 

l 20-40% I 23 1 1 

40-60% I 25 12 

l60-80% T 8 4 

1 Over 80% I 9 4 I Total I 203 100 
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The infonnation in Table 3.35 shows that 37°la of the subject content \\aS not in 

multimedia fonn. Thiny-one percent (31%) had less than 20% in mullimedia form. This 

meant that. a lot of time v.ould be spent trying to develop learning content into a form 

that would be broadcast to all students in all places at the same time. In general. therefore 

the university had a low level of readiness m regard to content readiness. 

4.12 Application 

~ people are e-ready if the) make usc of the available information communication 

technology. In these regard the questionnaire sought to find out whether lecturers had 

e-mail addresses and whether they use their e-mails to communicate to students on 

matters of academics. The frequency of surling the :--.et was also sought. as the Internet is 

a major electronic tool for research in learning. Table 3.36 shows the responses on 

whether the lecturers had e-mail addresses. 

Table 3.36 Lecturers \\ ith E-mail Address 

Res ponse Frequency Percent 
Yes 195 96 
No 8 4 

I Total 203 100 

At least 96% of the lecturers have e-mail addresses indicating a high-level of possession 

of the basic communication tool. Onl) 4°/o did not have e-mail address. The question 

however is whether the e-mail is used for communicating to students on academic 

matters. Table 3.37 presents infonnation whether the lecturers use their e-mail to 

communicate to students on matters of academics. 
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Table 3.37 Lse E-mail to Communicate to Learner 

R es~onse Frcgucnn Percent 
Yes I 74 36 
'io I 127 63 

1
1 None response I ., 

l 
Total I 203 100 

-\s much as 96% had e-mail address. only 36% used their e-mails to communicate to 

studentS on matters of academics. This means a low level of use of infonnation 

technology resources for learning purposes. and hence a low levd of ~-learning readmess. 

A fe,, lecturers explained on the questionnatre the reasons the) would not communicate 

to students bye- mail. The) tndic:lled that computer student ratio in the university is too 

low that it \\Ould not be possible to communicate to them by e-email. Another area of 

utilizing available lCT is to surf the Net m order to research in academics. The frequency 

of surfing the ~et is sho,,n in Table 3.38. 

Table 3.38 Frequency of urfing the 'let 

Response I Frequenn Percent 
Daily 118 58 

\Vee!..lv 71 35 

I Fonmght "' I .) 

Monthly 6 3 

Other 5 2 

Total 203 100 

Fifty eight percent (58%) of the respondents surf the '\,et daily while 35°/o surf weekly. 

Only 1% surf after a fortnight and 3°/o surf monthly. Two percent (2%) indicated they 

surf a~ need arises meaning they do not have a regular pattern of surfing the Net. Most of 

the lecturers (58°/o) surf the net daily. This indicates a satisfactory level of use of the 

technology and hence the readmess to operate in a networked \\Orld. 
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~.13 Intention to adopt £-learning Methods 

"!"able 3 39 presents the responses of lecturers about their intended bl!havior in regard to 

e-learning. 

Table 3.39 Readv to adopt-learning 
I . 

I Read) to adopt e-Jearning despite the I Yes ~0 " one Sum 
prevailing set backs rc~n'>C 

1 Willing to adopt e-leaming with the 1 31% 62 J70o I 100% 
_l)_revailing Internet access ume (63) ( 125) ( 15) (20U_ 
Read} to adopt e-Jearning as improvements 82% 16% 40·'o 100% 
on facilities for e-leaming are I (167) 
made 

(33) (3) (203) 

Read~ to spare some ume to organize 96°'o 4% 0% 10% 
e-leaming materials ( 194) (9) (0) - (203) 
Total 42-' 167 18 ---' 609 
Average 141 56 6 203-

-

Having looked at the lecturers· attitudes. and their e-Jeaming readiness. the questionnaire 

also sought to find out the intended behavior of lecturers towards adopting e-learning. 

:\otice that 82°·'o were ready to adopt e-leaming while 96% were willing to spare time for 

e-leaming. This impl ied a very ready attitude to adopt e-learning subject to changes being 

made to facilitate efficient adopt1on. 

Table 3.40 ~ot Ready to adopt E-learning 

I Yes No None Total 
response 

~ot read) to test online until 83% 17% 0% 100% 
mechanisms are put in place to control 

1 
(168) (34) (I) I (203) 

J>2Ssible cheating in exams 
;-.Jeed for training before engaging in 86% 14% 0% IOOOJo 
e-learning (173) (29) (_I). (203) 
~eed for more computers to be availed 93% I 7% (14) 0°/o I 203 
before engaging in e-leamin_g_ (188) (Jl 
Teaching load should be reduced before 38% 

I 
62% 10% 100% 

ef!gaginE in e-learning (69) ( 114) (20) (203) 
Total 598 191 23 812 
Average 149 48 6 203 
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Table 3Al Summary of Intended Behavior 

lA 8 Sum -
AHragc Percen 

I I t 

Willing to adopt e-leaming despite I 141 48 189 95 47 
the prevailing set backs 

l \ot \.\.illing to adopt e-leaming until I 56 1-+9 203 IOJ 51 

certain condnions are met 
\one response I 6 I 6 12 6 3 

Total I 203 203 203 203 100 

Table 3 41 shows that 47% of respondents \\ere willing to adopt e-leaming despite the 

prevailing limitations. Fifty-one percent (51 °1o) were not ready to adopt c-learning unless 

me cond1ttons are satisfied. If intended behavior prcd1cts actual behavior then 

~-learnmg initiatives would fail unless some conditions arc met. \lost respondents (51%) 

indicated that they were not willing to adopt e-leaming unless some spec1fic conditions 

'ere met. This includes, improving Internet access time (62%) pro\-ision of more 

computers (93°·o) and 86°'o required training into e-leaming skills while 83% required that 

mechanisms are put in place to control cheating in online exams. 
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CHAPTER¥ 

5.0 l;\1\1 .\RY, CO~CLL 10~ , -\:\0 REC0:\1Mf'\O \TION ~ 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the conclusions of the study. The study sought to establish 

anirudes and e-leaming readiness of University of Nairobi Jcadt!mic stafT. Datu was 

collected from a sample of members of academic staff from all the colleges of Uni\'crsity 

of ~airob1. The study was analyzed through frequencies. percentages and cross 

t.abulations. 

5.1 ummarJ and Conclusions 

De cripth e Analysis 

The Jescriptive analysis shows that means of responses on questions m Section B mnged 

from 1.63 to 3.91. The standard de.,iation of lecturers· responses ranged from .775 to 

1.3°5. This shows that there were diverse opinions on e-learning ranging from strongly 

agreed to strongly disagree.. Most respondents, however. agreed to the following 

statements: 

E-leaming eases the work of teaching ( 1.80). 

E-leaming \\Ouid give the University of Nairobi a competitive advantage over 

other universities in Africa ( 1.91 ). 

E-Jeaming is critical in making the Universit) of Nairob1 a world class African 

uni\'ersity ( l .82). 
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E-leaming is necessary for University of Nairobi to compete globally ( 1.69). 

E-leaming prepares one to work in a networked world { 1.63) 

E-leaming will enhances my teaching effectiveness ( 1.99). 

It ''ill be eas} for me to team skills necessary to engage in e-leaming ( 1.99). 

I am sure I can effective!} engage in e-leaming ( 1.87). 

E-leaming is a very fast method of disseminating learning content ( 1.6 7). 

E-leaming \viii be an improvement over ex1sting instruction methods (I. 91 ). 

Factor Analysis 

Principal tactor analysis on sect1on B showed that nine factors could explain the attitudes 

of lecturers towards e-leaming. These were: 

Factor I Performance 

The components on this factor were: 

E-learning eases the work of teaching (79.2%). 

E-leaming would give the Uni"ersity of l':a1robi a competitive advantage over 

other universities in Africa (66.3%). 

It will be easy for me to learn skills necessary to engage in e-leaming (51.8%). 

Introducing e-leaming is a waste of resources (58.1 %). 

Factor 2 Presuge 

The components on this factor were: 

E-learning will enrich the lecturers' job (50.1 %). 
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I am sure l can effectively engage in e-leaming (83.1%). 

Factor 3 Control 

The components on this factor \\ere: 

E-leaming will lead to loss of control of students (69.8%). 

In e-leaming. the instructor lacks the opportunity to C\'aluate student 

understanding of the content at an instant (69.7%). 

E-leaming is ineffective as it removes social contact between lecturers and 

students (76.0%). 

Factor .J Quality 

The components on this factor were: 

E-leaming is critical in making University of Nairobi a World-class African 

uni\ersity (70%). 

E-learning leads to loss of quality of teaching (65.6%). 

In e-leaming it will be difficult to evaluate students online (50.8%). 

Factor 5 Security 

The components on this factor were: 

Privacy is not assured when using the Internet at the University of 

Nairobi (80.4%). 

The security of students' examinations. assignments. and notes when stored online 

is at risk (73.3%). 
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Factor 6 Culture Preservation 

Three components were identified in Factor 6. The components are: 

Absence of spontaneous real time exchanges in e-leaming will make 

e-learning ineffective (55.3%). 

Lecturers· intellectual property ''ill be at stake if c-leaming ts introduced 

(79.5°'o). 

In e-leaming. students arc exposed to information that is harmful to their morals 

(73.8%). 

Facror - Sa,·ings 

Two components were identified in this factor. The components are: 

E-leaming \\ill reduce the amount of money I spend on traveling to my place of 

work (80.9%). 

E-leaming '"ill reduce the amount of time I spend on traffic jams (69 5°/o). 

Facror 8 Efficiency 

The components in Factor 8 were: 

E-leaming would eliminate the opportunity for lecturers to get the feedback from 

students through body language (72.1 %). 

If e-learning is introduced now, I would have difficulties instructing as the 

universit) has no established library of programs or cassettes to match their 

teaching needs (56.7%). 
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Factor 9 

One statement loaded heavily on Factor 9. That .. e-leaming is a better mode of teaching 

when compared to classroom instrucuon. Its factor loading was 50.4%. 

Attitudes 

The ~-ndings on anitudes indicate that the majority of lecturers had a positive attitude 

tOW.!!ds e-leaming. Those with a posittve attitude fanned 75.4% of total respondents. 

This nformation indicates that the lecturers would support e-leaming initiatives as long 

as the necessary mechanisms to enable e-learning are put m place. Lecturers may have a 

positive attitude towards e-leaming, but if facilities are not availablt: then the e-lcarning 

initiatives v.ould not succeed. 

E-learning Readiness 

From the information obtained. on e-learning readiness. the University of Nairobi has at 

leas· the basic facilities for e-leaming. Up to 79% of the lecturers have computers and 

77% are connected. \.lost lecturers. however. feel that the facilities are not adequate for 

e-learning. Of the respondents, 73% feel that the speed of Internet connection is 

inaeequate for e-leaming. Up to 78% of lecturers feel that computer maintenance is not 

satisfactot). In addition, 60% of the lecturers feel that the available e-leaming support 

staff is not conveniently located for their benefit. Apart from facilities lecturers also need 

to have the necessary skills for e-leaming. 
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The infonnation also indicates that 52°'o of the lecturers have basic computer knowledge 

3Ild 87% have Internet skills. Few kcturers had online communication skills such as 

instant messenger, and Internet chat. Only 24°/o of the lecturers can communicate by 

lnstam messenger and Internet chat. 

Basing on the preceding observations. it means the university could be introducing 

e-leaning without regard of users ability to utilize the facilities. When this happens. the 

e-learning initiatives may not succeed well unless corrective measures arc taken 

imiiediately. 

That lecturers may not engage in e-learning can be observed from the extent to which 

they utilize the available lCT. From the information obtained. only 36% use their e-mail 

to communicate to students on academic matters. There were only 21% of lecturers in the 

category of those with at least 40% of their content in multimedia form. This is so not 

withstanding the fact that over 71% of the lecturers believe that most of their content can 

be delivered online. 

5.3 Limitations of the Study 

During the course of the study. a number of limitations were observed: 

• There was time constraint. which made it not possible to obtain response from 

some departments of the colleges of University ofNairobi. 

• E-learning seemed to be unknown to some respondents. Some lecturers actually 

refused to respond to the questionnaire, claiming that they did not know \\hat 
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c-leaming, was all about. Some lecturers also did not respond to some areas of the 

questionnaire claiming that they had not had opponunity to test the efficiency of 

e-leaming fucilitics. This reduced response rate. 

SA Recommendations for Future Research 

Basing on the limitations of the study stated in Section 5.3. the researcher recommends: -

• A study that would ha-.1! representation from all including the smallest unit of the 

University of Nairobi academic staff. This is because classification along colleges 

is not based on homogeneous factors. Some unique factors of the study tn 

depanrnents that were not represented rna~ have been left out. 

• A case study on a te"" lnctors that would provide a more in depth understanding 

ofe-leaming readiness of the University ofNairobi. 

• A research done to examine the extent of student readiness to adopt e-learning as 

a method of delivery of learning information. 
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TABLE lA OescriptiH Statistics 

i i\le:1n S1d Analysis 

I Oevialion N 

' E-leaming enses the work of teaching. 1.80 .995 j203 

£-learning \\Ould eliminate the opponunity for lecturers to get 3.88 1.112 203 
feedback from students throuch bod'· lnnguaue. I 

E-•'!'aming is a better method of teaching compared to 3.52 1.012 203 
cJa_,,room instruction. 
E- earning would give the University of Nairobi a competitive 1.91 .859 203 
ad\ :tntaee over other un i versi ties in Africa. 
If e learning is introduced now. I would have difficulties 3.72 1.395 203 
instrucung as the lint\ erstty has no established library of I erograms or casscllcs to match m~ teaching needs. 
Absence of spontaneous real time exchanges in e-learning will 3.34 1.089 203 
make e-learning ineffective. 
E-learning is critical in making Universit> of'\airobi a world 1.82 .984 203 
clas=> Afncan unhersit\. I 
£-learning makes coordination of student learning difficult. I 2.75 11.164 203 

I I 
~ £-learning v..ill enrich the lecturers job. 2.22 1.109 1203 

I E-leaming is necessary for a uni' ersity to compete globally. 1.69 .888 1203 

E learning prepares one to work m a networked world. 1.63 .830 1203 

Privacy is not assured when using the lntemet at the University 3.36 1.128 j203 
of>Jairobi. 
The security of studt:nts · examinations, assignments, and notes 3.73 1.122 1203 
when stored online is at risk. 
E-learning will reduce the amount of time I spend on traffic 2.63 1.241 203 
jams. 

Lecturers· intellectual property ,-.ill be at stake if e-leaming is 2.85 1.120 203 

introduced. 

' £-learning will reduce the amount of money I spend on 3.01 1.249 203 
rravehng to m\ place of work. 
E learning leads to loss of quality of teaching. 2.62 1.130 203 

In e-leaming. it will be difficult to evaluate students online. 2.87 1.187 203 

I 
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TABLE lADe criptive tatistics-Cont. 

Mean Std Anal)sis 

I Oe\intion N 

E learning v.ill enhance my teaching effectiveness. 1.99 .939 203 

E learning \\ill lead to loss of control of students. 2.87 1.132 203 

' It "ill be easy for me: to learn skills necessary to engage in 
e-leaming. 1.99 .972 203 

I 

I Introducing c-leaming is a \\aste of resources. 1.63 .819 203 

In e-leaming, students are exposed to information that is 2.25 1.164 203 
hannful to the1r morals. I 

~ In e-learning, the instructor lacks the opportunity to evaluate 

I 

3.43 1.198 203 
student understanding of the content at an instant. I 

£-learning is ineffecti\e as it removes social contact between 3.00 1.055 ..,0 ... 1- ) lecturers and students. 
£-learning is a ver~ fast method of disseminating learning 
content. 1.67 .775 203 

I am sure I can effectively engage in e-leaming. 1.87 .942 203 
I 

E-leaming matches my teaching style. 2.49 1.078 203 
I 

I 

E-leaming will be an improvement over the existing 1.91 .854 203 
instruction methods. 

Frequent power failures at the University of0:airobi will ,3.91 1.153 1203 
hinder e-learning initiatives. 
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Table 1A.1-Correlation coeficient Matnx 

2 3 4 5 I 7 8 i 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 1000 0000 002!1 0430 -0 tOt 0003 0192 0120 0425 0563 0391 0082 0063 0177 0227 

2 0000 1000 0092 -0017 0249 0088 -0020 0038 0074 -0074 -0146 -0067 -0011 -0019 -0050 

3 0.028 0 092 HlOO 0 193 0 209 0 127 0 187 0 378 0 266 0 058 -0 048 0 263 0 347 0 141 0 221 

4 430 -0 017 0 193 1 000 .() 047 ·0 109 0 390 0 229 0 .(47 0 480 0 513 0 061 -0 026 0 237 -0 107 

5 101 0249 0209-0047 1000 0099-0022 0232 0 .065-0135 -0257 0311 0245 -0.132 -0055 

6 003 0 088 0 127 -0 109 0 099 1 000 -0 105 0 180 -o 012 -0 126 -0 271 ·0 053 0 051 0 079 0 277 

7 u 192 -0 020 0 187 0 390 -0 022 -0 105 t 000 0 269 0 376 0 503 0 247 -0 080 0 055 0 137 0 021 

8 120 0038 0378 0229 0232 0180 0269 1000 0329 0366 0.177 0280 0244 0207 0215 

9 0 425 0.074 0266 0447 0065 ·00t2 0376 0329 1,000 0636 0 .415 0047 0000 0.206 0070 

10 0 563-0.074 0058 0480-0.135 -0126 0503 0366 0636 1000 0 .575 0069 -0075 0 .340 0158 

11 0391 -0146 -0048 0513 -0257 .0271 0247 0177 0415 0575 1.000 0034 .0182 0227 -0.133 

12 0082 -0067 0.263 0061 0311 .0053 -0080 0280 0047 0069 0 .034 1000 0427 -0.172 0 .156 

13 0 063 -o 011 0 347 -0 026 0 245 0 051 0 055 0 244 0 000 -0 075 -0.182 0 427 1 000 0.002 0.039 

14 0177-0 019 0141 0237-0132 0079 0137 0207 0206 0340 0227-0172 0002 1000 0050 

15 0227 -0050 0221 -0107 -0055 0277 0021 0215 0 .070 0158 -0133 0156 0039 0.050 1000 

16 -0101 -0006 0143 0.213 0037 -0011 0071 0282 0101 0174 0063 -0095 -0085 0489 -0140 

17 0 •4() 0 053 0 259 0 152 0 328 0 057 0 ~22 0 380 0 224 0 198 0 .087 0 167 0 239 0 062 0 233 

18 0121 -0139 0336 0182 0235 -0096 0269 0489 0.236 0202 0153 0.283 0.338 0 .035 0.269 

19 0326-0091 0303 0293 0.126 .0.021 0298 0347 0.506 0430 0.205 0 .200 0186 0171 0 .121 

20 o 111 -0 06.<1 o 106 o 334 o 049 -0.097 o on o 461 o .223 o 256 o 281 0 .269 o 347 o 005 o 020 

21 0283 0.058 0108 0401 0.220 -0019 0251 0307 0.384 0413 0220 0.077 0133 0.127 -0.047 

22 0 401 -0.035 0115 0330 -0.049 0 .121 0144 0261 0144 0431 0247 0.154 0078 0243 0268 

23 0 025 -0.038 0 177 0.097 -0.116 0 258 -0.091 0 231 0 027 0 084 -0.018 0.018 0.029 0.231 0 480 

24 0096-0 .005 0245 0159 0.262 0009 0061 0445 0194 0037 0060 0269 0441 -0099 0029 

25 o 390 .o.o38 o 095 o 240 o.oos o 021 o 118 0.269 o.356 o 146 o 133 -0 on o 095 -0.043 o 209 

26 0190-0.01 4 0108 0317 0105 -0081 0279 0.270 0 .321 0380 0276 -0001 -0048 0324 0108 

27 0151 0.008 0156 0278 0.179 .0038 0'72 0430 0430 0264 0215 0246 0017 0.034 0108 

28 0053 -0.119 0281 0.311 0.115 ·0167 0175 0.412 0491 0340 0.385 0.179 0114 0.095 -0.055 

29 0135 -0.033 0246 0325 0.028 ·0 104 0387 0.485 0356 0418 0.328 0020 0097 0.313 0073 

30 -0041 0119 -0164 -0133 0.283 -0102 0004 0.087 -0206 -0090 -0071 0082 -0030 -0241 -0018 
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2 

3 

A 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Tablt1A.1-Correlation coeficient Matrix-<:ont. 

16 

.() 101 

.0006 

0 1<t3 

0213 

0037 

.() 011 

0071 

0 282 

0101 

0 17<t 

17 11 19 20 21 22 23 2<t 25 26 27 21 29 30 

01<t0 0 .121 0326 0171 0283 0401 0025 0096 0390 0190 0151 0053 0135-0 041 

0 053 .() 139 .() 091 -0 064 0 058 .() 035 .() 038 ·0 005 .() 038 -0 014 0 008 -0 119 -0 033 0 119 

0259 0336 0303 0106 0108 0115 0177 0245 0095 0108 0156 0281 0246-0164 

0152 0 .182 0293 0334 0401 0330 0097 0159 0240 0317 0278 0311 0325 -0133 

0 328 0235 0126 0049 0220.0049 .0116 0262 0006 0105 0 . 179 0115 0028 0283 

0 057.0096.0021 .0097 -0019 0121 0258 0009 0027-0081 -0038 -0167 -0104-0102 

0 322 0269 0298 0077 0251 0144 .0091 0061 0118 0279 0 .172 0.175 0387 0004 

0380 0489 0347 0461 0307 0261 0231 0 .445 0269 0270 0 .430 0412 0485 0087 

0 224 0 236 0 506 0 .223 0 384 0 144 0.027 0 .194 0 356 0 321 0 430 0 491 0 356 ·0 206 

0198 0202 0430 0256 0413 0431 0084 0037 0146 0380 0264 0340 0418 >()090 

11 0063 0 087 0 .153 0205 0281 0220 0247 -0018 0060 0133 0276 0215 0 .385 0328 -0071 

12 .OOS5 01 67 0 283 0 200 0 269 0 077 0154 0018 0 269 -0077 -0001 0 246 0179 0 020 0 082 

13 -0085 0 239 0338 0186 0347 0 .133 0078 0029 0441 0095-0048 0017 0114 0097-0030 

14 0 489 0062 0.035 0171 0005 0 .127 0243 0231 -0099 ·0.043 0324 0034 0095 0313 -0241 

15 -01<t0 0233 0.269 0121 0020 -0047 0.268 0480 0 .029 0209 0108 0108 -0055 0073 ·0018 

16 1.000 -0017 0051 0.042 0113 0 .155 0.001 0 .096 ·0051 0.041 0 .051 0141 0193 0224 -0075 

17 .0017 1000 0.469 0384 0299 0085 0226 0192 0322 0360 0341 0 .227 0250 0 .276 0058 

18 0 051 0 409 1.000 0 301 0 456 0 174 0 134 0 145 0 432 0 272 0 168 0 215 0 328 0 276 0 035 

19 0 042 0 384 0301 1 ()()() 0 372 0 211 0221 0183 0 224 0415 0 404 0 401 0479 0 394 0 036 

20 0.113 0299 0 456 0372 1000 0169 0268 0.332 0483 0431 0064 0281 0413 0315 0006 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

0 155 

0001 

0 096 

-0 051 

0 0•1' 

0051 

0 14' 

0193 

0 224 

·0.075 

0 085 0174 0211 0169 1000 0291 -0.032 0133 0111 0381 

0226 0134 0221 0268 0291 1000 0336 0119 0152 0301 

0 414 0 276 0 356 0.056 

0 192 0.163 0 374 ·0 145 

0 192 0 145 0 183 0.332 -0 032 0 336 1.000 0 073 0 251 0 026 0 .165 0 192 0 063 -0.183 

0 322 0.432 0 224 0 483 0 133 0 119 0.073 1 000 0 480 0 .022 0.261 0.286 0 190 0 099 

0 .360 0272 0 415 0431 0111 0152 0.251 0480 1000 0077 0333 0320 0192 0000 

0.341 0 168 0 404 0 064 0 381 0 301 0.026 0 .022 0 077 1.000 0 366 0 280 0.544 0 .016 

0 227 0 215 0 401 0 281 0 414 0 192 0 165 0 261 0 333 0 366 1 000 0 .625 0 391 0 .035 

0250 0.328 0.479 0413 0276 0.163 0.192 0 .286 0 .320 0280 0 .625 1.000 0475 0 .007 

0 276 0 276 0.394 0 315 0 356 0 374 0 .063 0 190 0 192 0 .544 0 .391 0 475 1 000 -0 039 

0.058 0.035 0.036 0 006 0 056 -0.145 -0.183 0 099 0.000 0.016 0 .035 0.007 ·0.039 1.000 
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Table 2A.1 Total Variance Explained 

Extractton Sums or Squared Rotalton Sums of SQuared 
Cu'•lllOnent lnltlao E•gen values Load•l'lQS Loadii}QS 

I %of I I o/o of 
! 

Van an Cumulative %of Cumulabve Cumulative 
Total ce % Total Vanance oo/o Total Vanance % 

t 6897 I 22 990 22.990 ' 6.897 22 990 22990 ~ 3 534 11 781 11 781 
2 3071 10 245 33.234 3073 10 245 33234 2.840 9.466 21 247 
3 2 132 7 105 40 340 2 132 7 105 40340 2.416 8.054 29.301 
4 1804 6.015 46.354 1 804 6 015 46354 2 385 7.950 37.251 
5 1600 5 334 51 ,689 1.600 5 334 51 689 2.295 7649 44900 
6 1.380 4.601 56.290 1.380 4 601 56290 2.148 7 161 52 061 
7 1 268 4 228 60.518 1.268 4 228 60.518 1.941 6 471 58 532 
8 1 233 4109 64 627 1.233 4.109 64 627 1.594 5 314 63847 
9 1 130 3.765 68.392 1.130 3.765 68.392 1 1.364 4 545 68 392 
10 919 3063 71 455 I 
11 859 2.862 74 317 
12 .830 2.766 77.084 I 13 .722 2.408 79.491 
14 692 2.306 81 797 
15 .671 2.236 84.033 
16 615 2 051 86.084 
17 547 1 823 87907 
18 488 1 625 89.532 
19 461 1 536 91 068 
20 409 1 363 92 431 
21 .352 1.172 93.603 ~ 
22 333 1 110 94.713 
23 281 936 95.649 I 24 256 852 96.500 
25 219 729 97230 
26 210 .699 97.929 
27 .195 649 98.578 
28 168 560 99137 
29 .158 528 99.665 I 30 101 335 100.000 

Extract•on Method· PnnCJpal Component Analysis. 
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TABLE 2A.2 Rotated Component Matrix 

9 

792 ~ .166 . 238 090 

2 .031 -054 -034 . 071 -041 .035 .721 -050 

3 -.077 205 .039 330 444 .135 .154 .180 .504 

4 .663 .177 .195 .091 022 -143 231 003 .139 

5 - 194 216 .042 .179 414 -094 . 028 .567 -245 

6 -094 -096 -016 . 089 -002 553 062 439 .187 

7 .331 026 .000 .700 -063 -.185 .076 -003 .107 

8 .136 .334 325 316 .332 .217 373 123 -.095 

9 .495 .501 .147 270 -075 - 081 -037 .164 .410 

10 .759 219 ·.018 .305 -.040 .046 126 ·.122 .065 

11 637 .219 .108 053 -.105 -208 .107 -.371 -017 

12 .075 221 1-009 -087 .804 .067 - 201 -080 -055 

13 -035 -.129 282 .137 .733 -010 -.001 .075 .144 

14 269 -041 -.144 165 -094 .187 .695 -033 .192 

15 019 , .018 -012 245 795 -.203 - 051 .035 
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TABLE2A.2 Rotated Component Matrix Cont. 
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APPENDIX II 

LETTER OF AUTHORITY 

TO COLLECT DATA 

Ill 
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. 
' 

. 

a 
UNMRsm OF NAIROBI 

FACULTY OF CO~l\fERCE 
MBA PROGRfu\{- LOWER KABETE CAMPCS 

r. ,~ ~~.: ·~:1w '"'' :1:ll 
1.'.:· ., \',,: l\. '111\11'11 

rc•"' ~:O.J:'.Jflll\ 

:""\ '--!.,.. .-. I :. . 

TO-WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

r o o,., ;u1~· 
'\! h)Oo ,..:,;~, l 

........................ 

P.c 'sh~ is r:!q u ired to Sl!bmtt as pari of his. h~r course" ork assess:nent a rese:1rch 

;;roJe~t :-e;:or. on so~e mar.ager:~ent prvc:er1 \\"e ''oclc like the s~ucents to co t~e~:

prcjects on real problems aifecting tirms 1n :<.en~a. \\'e \I.Ol!!C, the~efore, aFprecia~e 

if you assist hun/her by allo,\lng htm!her to collect riata in your orpnization for the 

research. 

The results of the repori will be used solely for academic pur;>oses and a copy of ;he 

same will rea' :.1!1ed to the int:::-' ie,,ed orgJnizations on request. 

lh:1nk you. 
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QUE TION AIRE 

This questionnaire has three sections intended to obtain information on attitude and 

e-leaming readiness of University of Nairobi academic staff. £-learning is a form of 

learning that utilizes a computer. Web Internet and intranets for delivery. interaction. and 

facilitation of learning. 

ECTIO'i A 

DE\IOGRAPHIC BACKGROL~D 

I. Specify your college and taculty school/institute ................................. ..... .... .. . 

" Please. spt!ci fy the department in \\ hich you belong ......................................... . 

3. Sex .................................................................................................. . 

4. Age .................................................. ............ .................. ············· ..... . 

5. For how long have you been teaching at the University of Nairobi? ..................... .. 

6. What is your highest level of education? 

D Masters degree D PHD D Postdoctoral degree 

Other (Please specif)) ............................................................................... . 

7. What position do you hold at the University of Nai robi? 

D Assistant Lecturer 

D Lecturer 

D Senior Lecturer 

D Associate Professor 

D Professor 

Other (pleases specif)') .............................................................................. . 
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ECTIO . 8 
Plea e indicate your level of agreement to the following statements in regard to 
e-learning. 

1- Strongly agree 2 - Agree 3 -Ncutrnl 4 -Disngree 5 -Strongly diS3gree. 
-

I 12 13 
E-leaming enses the \\Ork of teaching. I E-leaming would eliminate the opportunity for lecturers to get the 
feedback from students through body language. 

I E-learning IS a better mode of teaching compared to classroom 
instruction. 

E-learning would gtve the Universit} of "fairobi a competithe 
advantage over other universities in Africa. 

If e-learning is mtroduced now. I would have difficulties instrucung ns 
the uni,ersity has no established library of programs or cassettes to 
match my teaching needs. 

Absence of spontaneous real time exchanges in e-leammg will make 
e-leaming ineffective. 

E-leaming is critical tn making University of Nairobi a World-class 
African university. 

E-learning makes co-ordination of student learning dit1icuh. 

I E-leaming will enrich the lecturers' job. 

E-leaming is necessary for a University to compete globally. 

E-leaning prepares one to work in a networked world. 

Privacy. is not assured when using the Internet at the University of 
Nairobi. 

I The security of students' examinations, assignments, and notes when 
stored online is at risk. 

-
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1 -.Strongly agree 2 · Agree 3 -Neutral 4 -Disagree 5 -Strongly disagree. 

1 2 3 
1

-t I s 

£-learning will reduce the amount oftime I spend on traffic jams 
Lecturers . intellectual propeny will be at stake if e-leaming IS 

introduced. 

£-learning will reduce the amount of money I spend on traveling to my 
place of \\Ork. 

£-learning leads to loss of quality of teaching. I I In e-leaming it will be difficult to evaluate students online. I I I I I £-learning will enhance my teaching effectiveness I I 
I £-learning will lead to loss of control of students. I It will be easy for me to learn skills necessary to engage in e-leaming. I Introducing e-leaming is a waste of resources. I I In e-leaming, students are exposed to information that is harmful to 
their morals. 

In e-leaming, the instructor lacks the opportunity to evaluate student 
1 understanding ofthe content at an instant. 

£-learning is ineffective as it removes social contact between lecturers 
I and students. 

I E-leammg is a very fast method of disseminating learning content. I I I am sure I can effectively engage in e-leaming I £-learning matches my teaching style 

E-leaming will be an improvement over the existing instruction 
methods. 
Frequent power failures at the University ofNairobi will hinder 
e-leamin_g_ initiatives. 
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ECTIO C 

p~ iaclicate your response to the questions that follow by ticking in the 

appropritlte bo1. 

l. Are you readily accessible to a computer? 

D Yes 

D No 

2. Is the computer connected to the World Wide Web? 

D Yes 

D No 

D Not applicable 

3. Are you able to access the World Wide Web any time the computer? 

D 
D 

Yes 

No 

4. Is the location of the computer convenient for e-leaming implementation? 

D Yes 

D No 

5. Is the location of University of Nairobi e-leaming support staff at Chiromo campus 

convenient for your e-leaming needs? 

0 Yes 

0 No 

Other (Please specify) ............................................................................. . 
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6. Do you think the hours you can access the internet at the University of Nairobi are 

adequate for e-leaming? 

D Yes 

D No 

7. Do ~ou ha\e own personal computer? 

D Yes 

D No 

8. Would you be Y.illing to pay for its connection in order to be able to teach even away 

from office? 

D 
D 

Yes 

~0 

9 Hov. often do you surf the 1\iet? 

D Daily 

D Weekly 

D Fonnight 

D Monthly 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 

I 0. Where do you normally surf the Net? 

D University ofNairobi office 

D Cybercafe 

D Home 

Other (PJ ease spec if}) ............................................................................. . 
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11. Do you have an e-mail address? 

0 Yes 

0 No 

12. Do you somc:timc:s use your e-mail to communicate to students on maner:; of 
learning' ~Such as sending and recei\ ing assignments. subject updates). 

0 Yc:s 

0 No 

13. If e-lcaming were implemented. would you be ready to access thc internet even 
v.ithout a computer in your office? 

D 
D 

Yc:s 

1\jo 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 

1-1. Do you think speed of internet connection at the Cniversit> of Nairobi is adequate 
for e-leaming? 

D 
D 

Yes 

\Jo 

Other (Please specify) ............................................................................. . 

15. Would you conduct e-Jeaming with the current state of internet access time at the 
University ofNairobi? 

D 
D 

Yes 

No 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 
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16. Do you think the level of computer maintenance at the University of~airobi is 
adequate for e-leaming? 

0 Yes 

0 No 

17. Are you ready to teach online with the present level of computer maintenance at the Unhersity of Nairobi'1 

D Yes 

D 1\o 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 

18. Do you feel you ha\e adequate knowledge (such as in word processing. 

Database management. spreadsheets. graphic design) to adopt to e-leaming? 

D 
D 

Yes 

No 

Other (Please specify) ............................................................................. . 

19. Do you think you have adequate skills to go round the Internet? 

D Yes 

D No 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 

20. Which of the following online tools are you able to use to communicate with 
students? 

D 
0 
0 

E-Mail 

Internet chart and 

Instant messenger 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 
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21. Are )OU able to post notices and other learning content onto the Internet? 

0 
D 

Yes 

No 

Other (Please specify) ................................................................................ . 

22. Approximately how much of your subject content is in multimedia torm? 

D Non is an multimedia form 

D Less than 20% 

0 20-40% 

D 40 -60% 

0 60-80% 

0 Over80% 

23. Do you think the content of your subject can be delivered wholly online? 

D All of it 

D Most of it can be delivered online 

0 Little can be delivered online 

D Very little can be deli\ered online 

Other (Please specify) .................. ............... .............................................. .. 

24. Which of the following e -learning activities are you able to undertake? 

D 
D 
D 

Developing teaching content for online learning 

Averting confusion from parallel contributions by learners on a topic 

Organizing, controlling. and evaluating students online. 

Other (Please specify) ............................................................................... .. 
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SECflO~ 0 

Plc:t e tick option that is true of )OUr position in respect to e- learning. 

I. 1 am not ready to test students online until mechanisms arc put in place to control possible cheating in examinations. 

0 
D 

True 

False 

2. I need training on de\ eloprnent of e-lcaming content before I can engage m e-leaming 

D fruc 

D False 

3. More computers should be availed to students before I can conduct e-leaming. 

0 True 

0 False 

4. I feel my teaching load should be reduced for me to adopt e-leaming. 

0 
0 

True 

False 

5. I am read) to adopt e- learning as any hurdles related to it are corrected gradually. 

D 
D 

True 

False 

6. I can spare some time to organize teaching material for delivery online. 

D 
D 

True 

False 
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